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INFORMAL DISCUSSION

With Greg Glover's presentation stimulating questions regarding the Bayh-Dole Act and
proposed legislative changes, the rest of the luncheon was devoted to an exchange of viewpoints
among all participants regarding areas of mutual and exclusive interest. Participants also
engaged in self introductions and described their respective organizations.

John Kelly opened the discussion by acknowledging that in today's political climate the
issue of prescription drug "cost" weighs heavily on the minds of PhRMA and its member
companies. Though university representatives recognized the importance of cost discussions to
the political debate, they stated in general terms that "cost" issues were not their primary concern.
However, to the extent that universities engage in less collaborative research, that is of concern to
them.

Shelley Steinbach noted the importance of personal relationships in Washington, D.C.,
and sounded a refrain that meetings of this sort are extremely valuable. Shelley also recognized
that joint meetings stimulated mutual understanding with the possibility of achieving joint
positions.

As the discussion continued, Richard Turman made the point that the issue of "tech
transfer" is important to his organization as it involves both research and government relations
aspects. However, Richard cautioned that universities are "reluctant to get political."

Valerie Volpe argued that universities should be considering cost issues by noting that
pharmaceutical companies will be reluctant to invest in research of drugs tailored for "boutique"
diseases when there is a good chance that the companies will not recoup their investments.

Rich Harpel stated that the Bayh-Dole Act means different things to universities, but most
importantly the Act provides an "environment of cooperation" between universities and
pharmaceutical companies. It is for this reason that universities have an interest in preserving
Bayh-Dole, according to Rich. Rich further stated that he has found that current Hill staff don't
know much about the legislative intentof Bayh-Dole and that a lot of his time is spent "tutoring"
Hill staff to some extent.

Kate Phillips also recognized the benefits of Bayh-Dole, but stated that the Council on
Government Relations, is agency-focused, not Hill-focused. Nonetheless, she noted that she
perceives "hostility" toward Bayh-Dole in many directions and that this hostility is troublesome.
She made special mention of a "challenge" coming from Sen. Ron Wyden. Robert Hardy echoed
Kate's statement and further added that it is essential from COGR's perspective to "preserve the
central integrity of Bayh-Dole."

Andy Cohn mentioned three areas of concern for WARF that he hoped others will find
common interest in: 1) collaborative research patent reform (a bill will soon be introduced in the
U.S. House of Representatives); 2) sovereign immunity reform (which should not unnecessarily
destroy state university patent rights); and 3) growing legal concerns regarding patent
infringement issues and a broad research exception.
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Rich Harpel noted that he and representatives from the NASULGC had "conversations"
with Sen. Patrick Leahy and his staff regarding S. 2031, the sovereign immunity legislation.
Rich found the dividing lines to be between the university community and the entertainment
community. Further, he stated that he found the issue to be a conflict between state government
and the federal government, thus it is a constitutional issue. According to Rich, the bill is on
hold indefinitely, and that is good.

Upon hearing the concerns raised by participants, John Kelly acknowledged that there is
"no lack of attacks" going on with regards to patent law and pharmaceutical research. He stated
that "periodic" ongoing discussions could be helpful as it is in everyone's interest to weigh in
with their concerns for all to hear. Attendees agreed.

In light of John's statement, Richard Turman stated two areas of common interest
between universities and PhRMA, notably the doubling offunding for NIH and the use of
animals for research.

Robert Hardy followed up by noting that he sees an "erosion" in NIH's commitment to
Bayh-Dole and that NIH managers view Bayh-Dole as "more of an option" than before.

Mike Remington said that reorganization of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office,
especially with regards to fees, should also be a mutual concern for both universities and
PhRMA. According to Mike, good government should be a shared goal. Attendees seemingly
agreed.

Richard Turman stated that the university community is very concerned with "bias and
patient safety issues." Further, he noted that presidents and chancellors are "keenly" aware and
interested in human subject issues, another issue of mutual concern between universities and
PhRMA companies.

Stephen Heinig said his primary interest is keeping information in the public domain.
John Kelly agreed that that is an important concern, especially with regards to clinical trials. He
then referenced a pamphlet handed out at the luncheon entitled" Principles on Conduct of
Clinical Trials and Communication of Clinical Trial Results."

Andy Cohn voiced a plea for mutual cooperation in the stem cell research debate. Valerie
Volpe said that PhRMA is "not involved publicly yet" in the debate. However, she mentioned
that PhRMA is supporting and funding individual member companies in their advocacy of the
Issue.

Aware of everyone's areas of interest, John Kelly acknowledged his amazement at how
much commonality there was. He suggested that all parties should come together and celebrate
the upcoming birthday of the Bayh-Dole Act amendments on December 12. All parties agreed
that would be a beneficial thing.
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Further, Mike Remington offered a suggestion that there should be an additional grass
roots approach to the celebration whereby individual companies and universities work together at
the state and congressional district level in acknowledging the importance of the Bayh-Dole Act.
That suggestion also received favorable acceptance.

In closing, it was agreed by all that patent law is necessary for the development of
collaborative research between universities and pharmaceutical companies, to the betterment of
the public. All attendees agreed that further meetings should occur, and that parties could
approach each other directly on pressing issues of concern.
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SUMMARY OF CONSENSUS ITEMS

• Dr. Glover's Power Point presentation would be distributed electronically to all participants.

• Informal meetings to discuss legislative proposals that impact on the pharmaceutical industry
and universities are productive and should occur periodically.

• The "success" of the Bayh-Dole Act is critical to the future of collaborative research and the
ability of universities and pharmaceutical companies to engage in inventive activities and to
.bring new products and processes to the market. However, because the Bayh-Dole is under
criticism, its success should not be taken for granted.

• The parties should consider a 22nd birthday celebration on December 12 for the Bayh-Dole
Act, as enacted on December 12, 1980.

• The parties should consider a grass-roots approach to Bayh-Dole programs to occur at a
handful of universities where successful collaborative research and technology transfer have
occurred.

• Patent law is necessary not only for inventive activities on university campuses and in
pharmaceutical companies but also for collaborative activities between and amongst these
entities. As a general proposition, legislative efforts to decrease patent protections should be
seriously scrutinized by the respective parties which, based on their own priorities, should
express opposition.
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Development ofNew Treatments and Cures

~Development of new treatments and cures
depends upon the work of both academic
research institutions and commercial entities.

~Both have critical roles to play.

~Each depends upon the other.



l;;

Role of Research Institutions

>Research institutions play an essential role,
particularly with regard to basic research.

>Universities, private foundations and charities
fund and perform research that identifies
potential new treatments and cures.

>This work is an essential prerequisite to the
developmental work of commercial entities.



Role of Commercial Entities

~Commercial entities continue the development
process by

• performing the R&l) necessary to evaluate
the viability of drugs for human use,

• conducting the Phase I-III trials necessary
to assess safety and efficacy, and

• helping to support the work of research
institutions, through grants, licensing
agreements and other arrangements.
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Important Role of Patents

~ Patents are an essential reward for the inventor of a
new product.

~ Patents can be obtained for any new and useful
process, machine, article of manufacture,
composition of matter (e.g. chemical compositions),
and any new and useful improvement to any of
these.

~ The invention must be useful, novel, and non
obvious.



The Patentee's Exclusive Rights

~The patentee can exclude others from making,
using, selling, offering for sale in the United
States or importing the claimed subject matter
into the United States. 35 USC 271(a).

~Use, sale, or importation of an article made by a
patented method is infringement irrespective of
where the invention was made. 35 USC 271(g).
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The Patentee's Remedies

>Injunction to prevent
infringement until the patent
expires; and

>Damages for lost profits/sales due
to infringement; or

>Damages set at a reasonable
royalty.

----------------------------------_._------------------------------------



Importance of Patents to Research Institutions

~ The indirect importance ofpatents to academic research
institutions is, at least, as important as their direct benefits.

~ Patents have important direct benefits for academic
research institutions, enabling them both to recoup the
costs of their basic research and to fund further research.

~ Patents also indirectly support this research by enabling
commercial entities to make the enormous investments
essential for the R&D needed to bring new treatments and
cures to market.
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Importance of Patents to Commercial
Pharmaceutical Innovation

~ Existing patent protections are critical to commercial development of new
treatments and cures because of the enormous risks and costs and the many
years of R&D and regulatory review required.

~ Estimated average cost for a commercial entity to develop a new
pharmaceutical treatment or cure is over $800 million.

~ Only 20 in 5,000 compounds that are screened enter preclinical testing, and
only 1 drug in 5 that enters human clinical trials is approved by the FDA as
being both safe and effective.

~ Effective patent life is unusually short relative to other research-intensive
fields both because commercial entities must seek patents early due to the

. high degree of competition within therapeutic classes, and because of
lengthy regulatory review periods.

~ Patents enable the full range of innovation, including sequential innovation,
essential to refinement and to discovery of entirely new treatments and
cures.



The Hatch-vVaxman Act

~ In the Drug Price Competition & Patent Term
Restoration Act of 1984 ("The Hatch
Waxman Act"), Congress attempted to pursue
two goals:

• Making low cost generic drugs more
rapidly available;

• Maintaining incentives for pioneering
pharmaceutical research.



Approval of Generic Drugs

~ To speed and reduce the cost of generic drug
approval, the Hatch-Waxman Act allowed generic
companies to rely upon the safety and efficacy data
submitted in support of the branded drugs they wish
to copy, so long as the generic can show that its
product is bioequivalent to the branded original.

~ To enable generic companies to perform the required
bioequivalence testing, the Act grants generic
companies an exception from patent infringement so
that they can use approved branded drugs to test the
bioequivalence of their copies,
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Patent Protection for Pioneer Companies

~ To maintain incentives for pioneer companies to innovate,
Congress had to ensure that they could still protect their patent
rights.

~ The Hatch-Waxman Act requires generic drug applicants to
certify for patents listed in the "Orange Book": (1) that patent
information has not been filed; (2) that the original patent has
expired; (3) the date on which the patent will expire; or (4) that
the patent is invalid or will not be infringed by the manufacture,
use, or sale of the new drug (Paragraph IV Certification).

~ If the generic applicant files a paragraph IV certification, and the
patent owner brings suit for patent infringement within 45 day of
receipt of notice of the certification, FDA will stay final approval
of the ANDA for 30 months.



Operation of the Hatch-Waxman Act

>Since 1984, the generic industry's share of the
prescription-drug market has jumped from less than
20 percent to almost 50 percent.

>Pioneer R&D investment has increased from $3.6
billion in 1984 to more than $30 billion in 2001.

>Few patent disputes have arisen.

Yet, changes have been contemplated through
legislation in response to lobbying efforts by the
generic drug industry.



Contemplated Legislative Changes to Hatch
Waxman that Affect the Rights of Patent Holders

~ Essentially identical legislation has been proposed in the
Senate and House, S. 812 / HR 5311/HR 1862
(McCain-Schumer/Thune-Emerson-Gutknecht/Brown).

~ If enacted, this legislation would undermine intellectual
property rights, threatening economic incentives for
commercial entities to develop new treatments and
cures, and adversely effecting the value of research
institution developments and opportunities for research
support.



Undermining Intellectual Property Rights
Limitations on Enforcement of Patent Rights

~ Bar on Infringement Actions for Unlisted Patents:

• Under the proposed legislation, if the NDA applicant fails to file patent
information with FDA before the required date, then the owner of the
patent is barred from bringing an infringement action against a generic
applicant or any person that makes, uses, or sells an approved generic
product.

> Bar on Infringement Actions After 45 Days:

• If the patent owner fails to bring an infringement action with 45 days of
receiving a Paragraph IV certification notice, the patent owner is barred
from bringing an infringement lease "in connection with the
development, manufacture, use, offer to sell, or sale of the [generic]
drug.

~ Limitations on Scope of the 3D-Month Stay:

• The proposed legislation would. limit the 30-month stay to only those
patents filed with FDA within 30 days ofNDA approval.



('

Effects of Potential Hatch-Waxman Legislative
Changes for Research Institutions

~ By weakening patent rights, the proposed legislation would undermine the
certainty of investments made by commercial entities.

~ Loss of rights to bring patent infringement claims for failure to meet an
arbitrary, short filing deadline could jeopardize the patents of research
institutions that license rights to these patents to pharmaceutical companies.

~ The benefits of patents obtained by research institutions under the Bayh-Dole
Act would be reduced, because the economic incentives of commercial entities
to license the rights to these patents would be diminished.

~ Limitation of 30-month stay rights would reduce incentives for commercial
entities to perform and support sequential innovation to develop improved
treatments and cures.

~ The proposals will jeopardize the economic incentives necessary for
commercial entities to develop the technologies of research institutions for
patients.
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l07TH CONGRESS H R
2n SESSION • e _

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Mr. COBLE introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee
on _

A BILL
To amend title 35, United States Code, to promote collabo

rative research among universities, the public sector, and

private enterprise.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represenia

2 tives of the United States ofAmerica in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4 This Act may be cited as the "University Research

5 Promotion Act of 2002" .

6 SEC. 2. LIMlTATION ON NONPUBLIC INFORMATION IN OB·

7 VIOUSNESS DETERMINATIONS.

8 (a) CONDITIONS FOR PATENTABILITY; NOVELTY.

9 Section 102(f) of title 35, United States Code, is amended

August 26. 2002 (11:57 AM)
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1 by inserting after "patented," the following: "except that

2 subject matter under this subsection shall not be consid

3 ered prior art under section 103 of this title;".

4 (b) CONDITIONS ~'OR PATENTABILITY; NONOBVIOUS

5 NEsS.-Paragraph (c) of section 103 of title 35, United

6 States Code, is amended to read as follows:

.7 "(c) Subject matter developed by another person,

8 which qualifies as prior art only under one or both of snb

9 sections (e) and \g) of section 102 of this title, shall not

10 preclude patentability under this section where the subject

11 matter and the claimed invention were, at",1ihJin.timec.<thec

12l+ili}1i(}~onclaiming.J;kc:inventWn WaIl,iiil,ed" owned by the

13 same person or subject to an obligation of assignment to

14 the same person.".

15 SEC. 3. EFFECTIVE DATE.

Act shall not affect any final decision of a court or the

Patent and Trademark Office rendered before the date of

the enactment of this Act, and shall not affect the right

of any party in any case pending before the Patent and

Trademark Office or a court on the date of the enactment

of this Act to have that party's rights determined on the

16 (a) IN GENERAL.-The amendments made by this

17 Act shall apply to any patent granted before, on, or after

18 the date of the enactment of this Act.

(b) SPECIAL RULE.-The amendments made by this19

20

21

- 22~

-- 23~

-
~

24=
~

~ 25--

August 26..2002 (11:57 AM)
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1 basis of the provisions of title 35, United States Code, in

2 effect before the date of the enactment of this Act.

August 26.2002 (11:57 AM)
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PURPOSE AND SUMMARY

In a 1997 decision, the Court ofAppeals for the Federal Circuit interpreted subsection
103(c) of title 35, United States Code, which was amended in 1984 to allow free communication
among research scientists in one organization regarding development of an invention, as not
applying to the same free communication if made among collaborators from different
organizations. This decision is having a chilling effect on research collaborations among
govermnenl, university and corporate inventors. To remedy this problem, H.R. _ amends
subsection 103(c) of title 35, United States Code, to ensure that information shared among
researchers engaged in scientific collaboration cannot be used to preclude patentability or
invalidate a patent under subsection 103(c) where that shared information qualifies as prior art
under subsections 102(e), (f) or (g). If adopted, the proposed amendment to subsection 103(c)
will overturn the Federal Circuit's decision in Oddzon Products, Inc. v. Just Toys, Inc. 1 and will
prevent the chilling effect that decision is having on public, private and non-profit research
collaborations.

BACKGROUND AND NEED FOR THE LEGISLATION

Collaborative research among private, public and non-profit entities is extremely important
to the U.S. economy. A 1999 report ofthe National Research Council's Committee on Science,
Engineering, and Public Policy found that partnerships among industry, academia and
govermnents have greatly contributed to the recent technological successes in the United States,
and the report recommended even stronger partnerships in the future? In addition, a 1998 report
by the National Science Foundation found that there had been a major increase in'the number of
inter-sector collaborations since the early 1980s, including more than 3,500 new cooperative
research and development agreements (CRADAs) between 1992 and 1995 among Federal
laboratories and other entities. J Additionally, not-for-profits and universities spent a record
$23.8 billion on research and development, the majority ofwhich came from collaborations'
The income and positive effects on the U.S. economy from these collaborations have been
substantial. Sales of products developed from inventions that were transferred from the
university research centers resulted in revenues of$20.6 billion in 1996, and U.S. universities,
hospitals and research institutes realized approximately $500 million in gross license income in
1~~5 .

1122 F.3d 1396,43 U.S.P.Q.2d 1641 (Fed. Cir. 1997)

2 "Capitalizing on Investments in Science and Technology," National Research Council, National Academy Press,
23-25; 49-51 (1999).

3 Science and Engineering Indicators 1998, Chapter 4: U.S. and International Research and Development: Funds
and Alliances, report by the National Science Foundation. http://www.nsf.gov/sbe/srs/seind98/c4/c4h.htm. [''NSF
Report"].

'Id.

S See Jane A. Biddle and Thomas D. Mays, Nonprofit-To-Industry Technology Transfers Grow, NAT'LL. 1. C30
(October 19, 1998), citing AUTM Licensing Survey FY 1996, Association of University Technology Managers Inc"
Norwalk, Conn. (1998).
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The Federal law aggressively promotes and expressly provides for such collaborative
interactions. For instance, the Bayh-Dole Act of 1980 and the Steven-Wydler Technology
Innovation Act of 1980 specifically encourage and promote interaction among the public, private
and non-profit sectors. Federal laws and programs designed to promote collaborative research
advance the U.S. economy and increase the rate of technological and industrial innovation. The
patent laws, similarly, should promote collaboration among industry, university and government
partners. The current quandary regarding section 103 began when the U.S. Court of Customs and
Patent Appeals (CCPA), the precursor to the Federal Circuit, interpreted section 103 to mean that
earlier inventions made by individual members of a research team would be used under section
103 to preclude the team's invention from being patented." In other words, team members
employed by the same entity could not freely share information in developing an invention for
fear that the shared information could preclude them from patenting a resulting technology. This
interpretation greatly worried entities utilizing team research.

Therefore, in 1984 Congress amended section 103 by adding the current subsection 103(c)
to address the problem created by the CCPA's interpretation related to team research within an
organization. The legislative history of the 1984 amendment clearly establishes that subsection
103(c) was designed to help encourage teamwork within organizations. The issue of teamwork
between institutions, however, was not directly addressed as a concern, and an explanation as to
why the provision should not extend to research between organizations was not provided. Given
the text of subsection I03(c) and its legislative history, it is clear that the enactment of subsection
103(c) sought to encourage teamwork among researchers, rather than stifle team research. Thus,
it can only be assumed that certain inter-organizational exchanges were not expressly exempted
because there was a different research paradigm in place at the time of enactment.

A recent decision of the Court ofAppeals for the Federal Circuit interprets 35 USC I03(c)
(the 1984 amendment) to run counter to the well-designed and effective legislative system
described above that promotes desirable collaborative research efforts, by holding that
information communicated among research collaborators could later be used to invalidate a
patent on an invention one of these collaborators developed. Specifically, in the case of Oddzon
Products, Inc., v. Just Toys, Inc., the Federal Circuit interpreted subsection 103(c) to hold that
prior art under subsections 102(f) or (g)7 could be used to determine the obviousness of an
invention in situations where (a) there was no common ownership or assignment of the invention
and information being shared among the collaborators, and (b) the information exchanged was
not publicly known. Prior to the Oddzon decision, it was in question whether information under
!02(f) and (g) that was shared among collaborators would qualify as prior art in determining
whether an invention is obviousness under section 103. Thus, there was some doubt as to
whether courts would interpret 103(c) to distinguish collaborations involving one entity from
those involving more than one entity. The holding in Oddzon accurately interpreted the law, but
nonetheless was a wake-up call to the patent community that information under 102(f) or (g)
could invalidate a patent in the circumstances ofjoint research. The Oddzon decision creates a
significant threat for the loss ofintellectual property rights for inventors that engage in joint

'Sa; InreBass, 474 F.2d 1276 (c:a>A 1973) and In", C1mFn<, 622 F.2d 1029 (c:a>A 1980).

7 Section 103(c) was amended by the American Inventor's Protection Act of 1999 to add section (e) to the 103(c)
exclusions.
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research and development projects with scientists not employed by the same company or
institution.

The implications oftbe Oddzon decision are significant. Researchers that enter into a well
defined and structured research collaboration, but who do not at that time transfer their rights
(not only rights in future inventions, but also the background technology on which the
collaboration is based) to a single entity can create obstacles to obtaining or enforcing a patent on
an invention that arises out of the research collaboration. The information exchanged under the
collaboration does not have to be publicly disclosed or commonly known- instead, all that is
required is tbat the collaborators exchange the information without first designating common
ownership of the information or of any invention that may arise from the collaboration.

The Oddzon decision is creating significant problems due to the very nature of
collaborative research and development projects among universities, government labs, and
industry. The unhindered flow of information among researchers within these collaborations is
essential to the conduct ofresearch and crucial to a successful outcome. Laws and policies that
have tbe effect of impeding tbe flow of information among researchers will, for obvious reasons,
have a stifling effect on tbe progress and success of such projects. The proposed amendment to
subsection 103(c) will remedy the undesirable impediments to collaborative research created by
the Oddzon decision.

SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS

Section 1. Short Title.

This Act may be cited as the "Collaborative Research Promotion Act of2002".

Section 2. Amendment to Subsection lO3(c) Related to Non-Obvious Subject Matter.

Section 2 enlarges the exception presently provided under subsection 103(c) of title 35,
United States Code. It provides that subject matter under subsection (e), (1) and (g) of section
102 shall not be considered in determinations of non-obviousness in certain circumstances. The
amendment equates the treatment of information shared among researchers from different
entities to that of information shared among researchers employed by a single entity, or who
have commonly assigned their interests.

The ability to exclude information pursuant to tbe amendment would require proof that a
research collaboration existed among the parties sharing information, and that the collaboration
existed prior to the time the invention was made. A research collaboration, as envisioned in tbe
legislation, could include formal arrangements between the institutions employing the
researchers (e.g., defining the scope, objectives and other parameters of a research project), as
well as more limited arrangements (e.g., material transfer agreements, non-disclosure
agreements) between researchers in different institutions. The collaboration requirement also
ensures tbat the information exchanges being exempted by the subsection were consensual (i.e.,
tbat the inventor did not "derive" tbe information without the consent ofthe holder ofthe
information).
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A party wishing to nse this exception would have to provide evidence that a qualifying
collaboration existed prior to the time the invention was made. Conventional rules of evidence
would govern whether a party seeking to prove the existence of a research collaboration has met
his burden in establishing the existence of a research collaboration. The most effective means of
proving the existence of a research collaboration would be through use of documentary evidence
(e.g., a contract, an exchange ofIetters) that identifies the date the collaboration was established,
and the parties involved in the collaboration. Thus, a material transfer agreement executed prior
to or concurrent with the exchange of a biological sample would be sufficient to demonstrate the
existence of a research collaboration within the meaning of this section.

The requirement that the information shared in the research collaboration not have been
disclosed or claimed in an earlier filed patent application serves to protect the public. It does so
by preventing the possibility of two patents being granted on closely related inventions to
different entities of a qualifying research collaboration. Thus, pursuant to the section, a party
filing an application directed to an invention that is obvious in view of the contents of an earlier
filed application could not use this exemption. Without the exemption, the second filed
application would have to be directed to a nonobvious-and therefore independently patentable 
invention.

Section 3. Effective date

Section 3 sets the effective date of the amendment. Subsection (a) set out the general
applicability of the amendment and states it applies to all U.S. patents granted before, on or after
the date of enactment, as well as all patent applications pending at the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office on the date of enactment or filed with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
after the date of enactment. Subsection (b) defines exceptions to the general applicability of
subsection (a). According to subsection (b), the amendment will not affect any final decision
that has been rendered by a court or the Patent and Trademark Office regarding a patent or patent
application. Subsection (b) also establishes that the amendment shall not affect the rights of
parties engaged in litigation or administrative proceedings before the Patent and Trademark
Office prior to the date of enactment of the Act.
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Carl E. Gulbrandsen
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March 14, 2002

RE: Testimony to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet and Intellectual
Property Hearing on Patent Law and Non-Profit Research Collaboration

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify before your Subconunittee on the

important topic of "patent law and non-profit research collaboration."

My name is Carl E. Gulbrandsen. I am the Managing Director ofthe Wisconsin Alumni

Research Foundation, known as WARF. WARF is the patent management organization for the

University of Wisconsin-Madison. My statement today is being made on behalf ofWARF and

the Council on Governmental Relations known as COGR. COGR is an association of 145

research-intensive universities in the United States. They promotepolicies and practices in

research administration that balance accountability and recognition of the interests of all parties

in achieving the maximum scientific benefit from both federal and institutional investments in

research. Neither WARF nor COGR have received any federal grants, or engaged in any federal

contracts or subcontracts that require reporting under House rules.

1. Background

WARF was founded in 1925 and is one of the earliest organizations engaged in university

technology transfer. WARF exists to support scientific research at the University of Wisconsin-

Madison. This mission is carried out by transferring university technology to the marketplace for

the benefit of the university, the inventors and the public. Licensing income is returned to the

university to fund further scientific research.



Over its 76-year existence, WARF has contributed over $600 million of licensing income

to UW-Madison scientific research; but of greater significance is the fact that WARF's

technology transfer successes have had a profound and positive effect upon the welfare, health

and safety of humankind. Included among university inventions patented and licensed by WARF

are: Professor Harry Steenbock's Vitamin-D invention which essentially eradicated rickets as a

childhood disease; Professor Karl Elvehjem's copper-iron complexes which improved the

physiological assimilation of iron in humans; Professor Karl-Paul Link's discovery of

Coumadin®, the most widely used blood-thinner for treatment of cardiovascular disease, and its

counterpart Warfarin, still the most widely used rodenticide world-wide; Professor Charles

Mistretta's digital vascular imaging technology which enabled accurate diagnosis of blockage of

the vessels of the heart; Professor Hector DeLuca's Vitamin-D derivatives which are widely used

to treat osteoporosis, renal disease and other diseases; and currently, Professor James

Thompson's human embryonic stem cell lines which have unprecedented potential for research

and clinical application ofpresently untreatable diseases such as Parkinson's disease and

diabetes. In total, the benefit to the public derived from these and other inventions is

incalculable.

The success ofbringing these and countless university inventions to the marketplace has

depended on rich collaborations among scientists within the university; collaborations among

scientists at different universities and collaborations among university and industry scientists.

Collaboration among scientists in husbanding research dollars makes good sense with the cost

and complexity ofresearch today especially with various institutions engaged in essentially the

same technological areas. Moreover, the evolution of science has made interdisciplinary research
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more and more common and, in fact essential, if solutions to complex problems are to be found.

A very recent stunning example of this is the sequencing of the human genome.

Collaborative research among, private, public and non-profit entities is quantifiably

important to the U.S. economy. In2000, non-profits and universities spent a record $28.1 billion

on research and development much ofwhich involved collaborations among private, public and

non-profit entities. The positive effects of these collaborations on the U.S. economy are

substantial. For example, in 2000, sales from products developed from inventions that were

transferred from university research centers resulted in revenues of about $42 billion, J and U.S.

universities, hospitals and research institutes realized almost $1.2 billion in gross license income

much of which was used to fund additional research.'

Public funding of university research and the encouragement of collaborations among

scientists at public, private and non-profit entities has been a keystone of the United States

strength and leadership in high technology and biotechnology. With the bulk of university

research being supported through federal grants and contracts, to be prudent with the taxpayer's

money, it again makes good policy sense to encourage collaboration among scientists for the

public interest. And actually, there has been an increase in the number of collaborations. Today

WARF has over 70 inter-institutional agreements reflecting such collaborations. In these inter-

institutional agreements, there is joint ownership of the results of the research by the

J Calculated on the realized gross license income applying an average on% as the royalty
charge.

2 Citing AUTM Licensing Survey 2000, Association of University Technology Managers, Inc.,
Norwalk, CN (2000).
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collaborating scientists since most institutions operate under the Bayh-Dole Acr' that gives the

institution the right to retain title to any invention made with federal funds. That is the applicable

rule even where the institution is in a sub-contracting situation where the prime contractor is the

recipient of federal funds. Thus, in collaboration on an invention, each party may hold

ownership rights.

II. University Patent Licensing (the Bayh-Dole Act)

The Bayh-Dole Act had its roots in enactment in 1980 of Pub. 1. No. 96-517, the Patent and

Trademark Law Amendments Act, and amendments included in Pub. 1. No. 98-628, enacted into

law in 1984. See 35 U.S.C. §§ 200-212. This Subcommittee played an instrumental role in the

crafting of Bayh-Dole, and its cardinal principle that the public benefits from a policy that

permits universities and small businesses to elect ownership of inventions made under federal

funding and to become participants in the commercialization process. After passage of the Bayh

Dole Act, universities and colleges developed and strengthened the internal expertise needed to

engage effectively in the patenting and licensing of inventions. A measure of the success of

Bayh-Dole is the growth of the Association of University Technology Managers ("AUTM") from

1I3 members in 1979 to over I800 today. The Bayh-Dole Act, so successful in the transfer of

university technology to industry, encourages collaborations between industry and university

scientists. It is well known that industry depends heavily on collaborations with universities for

basic research. In the pharmaceutical, biotech and hi-technology areas, America's universities

are the engines of cutting-edge ideas that have kept this country's industries the world leader in

3 Codified at 35 U.S.C. §§ 200-212.
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new technology. These collaborations between scientists at separate universities and between

industrial and university scientists often result in joint inventions.

Ill. A Threat to Collaborative Research

In spite of the trend toward scieutific collaboration and the economic and practical

necessity for such collaborations, a recent decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal

Circuit threatens to chill such collaborative activity. This decision, which cries for correction, is

Oddzon Products, Inc. v. Just Toys, Inc 4 Oddzon interpreted subsection 103(c) of the Patent

Act to hold that prior art under subsections 102 (f) and (g)5 could be used to determine the

obviousness of an invention where:

a. there was no common ownership or assignment of the invention and

information being shared among collaborators; and

b. the information exchanged was not publicly known.

That holding made it clear that information under 102 (f) or (g) could invalidate a patent in the

circumstances ofjoint collaborative research. The Oddzon decision has been viewed as creating

a significant threat for the loss of intellectual property rights for inventors who engage in joint

research and development projects with scientists not employed by the same entity, be it a

university or corporation. Thus, while the need for collaborative research in the public interest is

becoming more and more evident, the Oddzon decision exerts a substantial chilling effect on

collaborative efforts among universities, the private sector and the government.

4 122 F.3d 1396,43 U.S. P.Q. 2d 1641 (Fed. Cir. 1997).

5 Section I 03(c) was amended by the American Inventors Protection Act of 1999 to add
Section (e) to the 103(c) exclusions.
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This is clearly not what Congress, and this Subcommittee, intended when it amended

section 103(c) in 1984 in the Patent Law Act of 1984 6 in order to encourage open

communication among members of research teams working in corporations, universities or other

organizations. See Remarks of Robert W. Kastenmeier, 129 Congo Rec. E5777 (daily ed. Nov.

18, 1983). It was considered at that time important to the economic interests of our country to

encourage collaborative research. This provision of the patent law was particularly important for

large corporations that rely on open communication and collaboration among various research

teams within the corporation and has succeeded in encouraging free communication among the

employees of large corporations and within universities.

A bit oflegislative and judicial background is in order. The current quandary regarding

section 103 had its roots in a decision of the caselaw ofthe U.S. Court of Customs and Patent

Appeals, the forerunner of the Federal Circuit, which interpreted section 103 to mean that earlier

inventions made by individual members of a research team would be used under section 103 to

preclude the team's invention from being patented.' This caselaw was a significant concern to

entities, both public and private, that utilize team research. Seeking reform, they approached this

Subcommittee. And the Subcommittee responded, producing a legislative proposal that was

enacted into law. See P.L. No. 98-622, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. (1984), 98 Stat. 3383. Section 103

was amended by adding the current subsection 103(c) to address the problem created by the

CCPA's interpretation related to team research within an organization. The legislative history of

the 1984 amendment clearly establishes that subsection 103(c) was designed to help encourage

P.L. No. 98-622, 98th Congo 2nd Session (1984), 98 Stat 3383

SeeIn re Bass, 474 F.2d 1276 (CCPA 1973) and In re Clemens, 622 F.2d 1029 (CCPA
1980).
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teamwork at least within organizations. Given the text of subsection 103(c) and its legislative

history, it is clear that the enactment of subsection I03(c) sought to encourage teamwork among

researchers, rather than stifle team research. In floor debate, Rep. Kastenmeier (who served as

floor manager) characterized the amendment as being broader than teamwork "within"

organizations, stating that the "change will be of material benefit to university and corporate

research laboratories where the free exchange of ideas and concepts may have been hampered by

the current state of the law with respect to what constitutes 'prior art.:" See 130 Congo Rec.

10522, HI0529 (dailyed. , Oct. I, 1984), section-by-section analysis inserted in the record by

Rep. Kastenmeier. Thus, it can safely be assumed that certain inter-organizational exchanges

were not expressly exempted because there was a different research paradigm in place at the time

of enactment.

However, after the passage of thirteen years, the Oddzon court held that prior art under

sections 102(f) or (g) could be used to determine the obviousness of an invention in situations

where (a) there was no common ownership or assignment of the invention and information being

shared among the collaborators, and (b) the information exchanged was not publicly known.

Effectively, the Oddzon decision creates a significant threat for the loss of intellectual property

rights for inventors that engage in joint research projects with scientist from a different company

or institution.

The solution is a legislative one. The Oddzon court itself invited Congress to review its

decision stating that "it is sometimes more important that a close question be settled one way or

another than which way it is settled. We settle the issue here (subject of course to any late

intervention by Congress ... )." 122 F.3d at 1403.
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Government-led initiatives to encourage the unhindered flow of information among

scientists in the interest of meeting the technological needs of the country and maintain its

technological leadership in the world are key elements in the consideration of the present

initiative to recognize the adverse impact that the Oddzon decision is having on those broad

goals. More immediate to the university sector is the potential loss of invaluable intellectual

property rights and the delays or failure to achieve research goals where a collaborative effort

would offer an opportunity to efficaciously move ahead.

The Bayh-Dole Act is of great value for universities as it provides retention of title of

their intellectual property. Universities are also keenly aware of the objectives of the Bayh-Dole

Act, which is to utilize the patent system to transfer technology to the private sector for

development of the technology in the marketplace. The private sector is fully aware of the Bayh

Dole Act having interfaced with it for over 20 years, and appreciates that it affords a basis for

protecting marketplace development and investment efforts. A significant factor in that

university-private sector relationship is the willingness and opportunity to define ownership of an

invention made jointly by those entities and the disposition of such jointly-owned inventions

should the need arise. That opportunity under the proposed legislation should lay to rest voiced

concerns about two patents directed to the same subject matter issuing to different parties in the

event a collaborative arrangement is dissolved and afford a further spur to greater collaboration

between the university and private sectors. This could readily tesult in more efficient

development ofproducts utilizing tax supported research results, and an increase in the transfer

of technology for the public good.

Towards this end, we would propose a clarifying amendment to section 103 (c) that

would result in:
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• increasing the flow of information among scientists at different institutions;

• increasing the collaboration of scientists both within and without a given

institution;

• promoting collaborations between the university and the private sector;

• promoting collaborations between government laboratories and the private sector

as well as with the university sector; and

• enhancing the national pool of knowledge because of the greater unhindered flow

of information among scientists.

The proposed amendment should be prospective only. Further, the amendment should not affect

any final decision of a court or the Patent & Trademark Office that is rendered prior to the date of

enactment and, should not affect the right of any party in any case pending before the PTO or a

court on the date of enactment to have rights determined on the basis of the substantive law prior

to the date of enactment.

IV. Related Issues

There is widespread recognition that the Bayh-Dole Act has been and continues to be

successful beyond all expectations. It is unique in the world and is an essential component in the

United States' global leadership in technology. At WARF, we receive numerous visitors each

year from around the world. Invariably, our foreign visitors ask about the Bayh-Dole Act and

express the wish that their own countries would adopt such forward thinking legislation. This

committee can be justifiably proud ofthe role it played in passing such a successful, landmark

legislation asthe Bayh-Dole Act.
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Yet, in spite of its undisputed success, there are continued attempts to alter Bayh-Dole so

as to favor certain industries or groups. I trust that this Committee in its wisdom will safeguard

such an important legacy of this committee and oppose any legislation that compromises the

demonstrated success ofthe Bayh-Dole Act.

v. Conclusion

Mr. Chairman, thank you again for your time and attention. In conclusion, I leave you

with three recommendations:

• an amendment to the Patent Act is necessary to promote collaborative research

amongst the university and non-profit sector, the private sector and the

government to achieve the promise of the 1984 amendments of this

Subcommittee;

• an amendment which will, prospectively, reverse the holding in the Oddzon

decision; and

• protection of the Bayh-Dole Act from amendments that compromise its

demonstrated success.

If there are any questions I will be pleased to answer them.
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DECLARATION ON THE TRIPS AGREEMENT AND PUBLIC HEALTH

Adopted on 14 November 2001

1. We recognize the gravity of the public health problems affiicting many developing and least
developed countries, especially those resulting from IllV/AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria and other
epidemics.

2. We stress the need for the WTO Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights (TRlPS Agreement) to be part of the wider national and international action to address these
problems.

3. We recognize that intellectual property protection is important for the development of new
medicines. We also recognize the concerns about its effects on prices.

4. Vie agree that the TRIPS Agreement does not and should not preventMembers from taking
measures to protect public health. Accordingly, while reiterating our commitment to the TRlPS
Agreement, we affirm that the Agreement can and should be interpreted and implemented in a manner
supportive of WTO Members' right to protect public health and, in particular, to promote access to
medicines for all.

In this connection, we reaffmu the right of WTO Members to use, to the full, the provisions
in the TRlPS Agreement, which provide flexibility for this purpose.

5. Accordingly and in the light of paragraph 4 above, while maiutaiuiug our commitments in the
TRlPS Agreement, we recognize that these flexibilities include:

(a) In applying the customary rules of interpretation of public international law, each
provision ofthe TRlPS Agreement shall be read in the light of the object and purpose
of the Agreement as expressed, in particular, in its objectives and principles.

(b) Each Member has the right to grant compulsory licences and the freedom to
determine the grounds upon which such licences are granted.

(c) Each Member has the right to determine what constitutes a national emergency or
other circumstances of extreme urgency, it being understood that public health crises,
including those relating to IllV/AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria and other epidemics, can
represent a national emergency or other circumstances ofextreme urgency.

(d) The effect of the provisions in the TRlPS Agreement that are relevant to the
exhaustion of intellectual property rights is to leave each Member free to establish its
own regime for such exhaustion without challenge, subject to the MFN and national
treatment provisions of Articles 3 and 4.
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6. We recognize that WTO Mrnbers with insufficient or no manufactming capacities in the
pharmaceutical sector could face difficulties in making effective use of compulsory licensing under
the TRIPS Agreement. We instmct the Council for TRIPS to find an expeditious solution to this
problem and to report to the General Council before the end of 2002.

7. We reaffnm the commitment of developed-country Members to provide incentives to their
enterprises and institutions to promote and enconrage technology transfer to least-developed country
Members pnrsuant to Article 66.2. We also agree that the least-developed country Members will not
be obliged, with respect to pharmacentical products, to iruplement or apply Sections 5 and 7 of Part II
of the TRIPS Agreement or to enforce rights provided for under these Sections until I January 2016,
without prejudice to the right of least-developed country Members to seek other extensions of the
transition periods as provided for in Article 66.1 of the TRIPS Agreement. We instruct the Council
for TRIPS to take the necessary action to give effect to this pnrsuant to Article 66.1 of the TRIPS
Agreement.
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U.S. Announces Interim Plan to Help Poor Countries fight mV/AIDS
and other Health Crises in Absence ofWTO Consensus

United States Calls on Other WTO Members to Join in Individually Implementing
the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement andPublic Health

WASHINGTON - The United States today announced an immediate practical solution to allow
African and other developing countries to gain greater access to pharmaceuticals and HIV/AIDS
test kits when facing public health crises, The U.S. pledged to permit these countries to override
patents on drugs produced outside their countries in order to fight HIV/AIDS, malaria,
tuberculosis, and other types of infectious epidemics, including those that may arise in the future.

In thc November 2001 Doha trade negotiations, Ministers affirmed that global trade rules permit
compulsory licensing of drugs for such domestic health emergencies. One issue left remaining
was how to enable poor countries without domestic production capacity to import under
compulsory license from third countries drugs needed for HIV/AIDS, malaria, tuberculosis, and
other infectious epidemics.

Negotiations in the World Trade Organization (WTO) have been unable to forge a consensus
around a new multilateral rule to deal with this situation. Some WTO members and advocacy
organizations sought to expand the targeted "poor country epidemic" focus ofDoha to allow
much wealthier countries to override a wide range of drug patents, for example, Viagra. This
approach could seriously undermine the WTO rules on patents that provide incentives for
developmentofnew pharmaceutical products, including those to treat diseases ofa non-epidemic

natuf~~:~':' ....',> ,....

Th~:iJllited States will continue t?WQIlc wit!! other WTO Members to try to find a solution
within the WTO. In the meantime, the tJni,ted States will implementthe Doha Declaration by
piedgiJi!t"not to challenge any WIO Member thatbreaks WTO rules to export drugs produced
under compulsory license to a country in need, and called on others to join the United States in
this moratorium on dispute settlement.

"The United States has worked intensively to find a solution that will provide life-saving drugs
to those truly in need, and will continue to work towards that end," said U.S. Trade
Representative Robert B. Zoellick. "We urge others to join us in this moratorium to help poor
countries get access to emergency life-saving dru~s."



Interim Measure by the United States Government

At Doha, Ministers affirmed their commitment to the TRIPS Agreement and confirmed
Members' ability to use the flexibility in the Agreement, including the ability to override patents,
to address public health crises.

However, many least-developed countries, for example in Africa, and some developing
countries, lack sufficient manufacturing capacity in the pharmaceutical sector to make effective
use of compulsory licensing as currently provided by the TRIPS Agreement. The interim
solution that the United States is announcing today is designed to help those countries combat
HIV/AIDS, malaria, tuberculosis, and other infectious epidemics of comparable gravity and
scale, including those that may arise in the future, by enabling them to treat these diseases by
importing drugs from other WTO Members under the compulsory licensing rules of the TRIPS
Agreement. Such infectious diseases would include, for example, ebola, African
trypanosomiasis, cholera, dengue, typhoid, and typhus fevers.

The United States expects that all countries will cooperate to ensure that the drugs produced are
not diverted from countries in need to wealthier markets.

The United States remains committed to finding a workable, transparent, sustainable, and legally
certain solution that will fulfill the Doha Declaration directive as soon as possible. We encourage
all countries to reflect on the original purpose of the Doha Declaration and to work for a solution
that is consistent with it.

This special measure will not apply to developed country Members of the WTO or those
developing economy Members classified by the World Baok as high income countries 
Barbados, Brunei, Cyprus, Hong Kong, Israel, Kuwait, Liechtenstein, Macao, Malta, Qatar,
Singapore, Slovenia, Taiwan, and the United Arab Emirates. These countries have sufficient
production capacity in the pharmaceutical sector or sufficient financial resources to address such
public health problems and thus do not need to import under compulsory licenses.

After a year of intensive negotiations, WTO Members have not been able to reach a consensus to
implement the remaining elements of the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public
Health because some countries insisted that the solution cover all health problems, including
non-emergencies, Further, some Members have insisted that the limited exception be available to
411 counni~~ regardless of theirmanufacturing capacities or financial resources. This element of
t/JeDoha,~eclaration was in,t~'!4fd to focus ,in,terIlationai action on the grave public health crises
afflicting the poor and to assist countries lacking capacity and resources to obtain access to
needed medicines for infectious epidemics. Unless WTO Members focus on infectious epidemics
and truly needy countries, the solution called for at Doha will not benefit those for which it was
intended.

Background:



The United States has been, and remains, committed to the Doha Declaration ofthe TRIPS
Agreement and Public Health. Throughout the process leading up to, and following, Doha, the
United States has sought to address the problems of those countries most in need:

• Prior to the Doha Ministerial last year, the United States recognized the crisis situation
resulting from the HIVIAIDS epidemic in sub-Saharan Africa, and announced its
willingness to forgo any challenge to countries that needed to override patents to address
HIVIAIDS. Unfortunately, this proposal was not accepted by certain Members.

• Further, the United States proposed an extension for all least-developed WTO Members
until 2016 with regard to their obligations relating to all pharmaceutical patents, which
was adopted by the WTO in 2002.

• The United States remains the largest bilateral donor ofHIV/AIDS assistance, providing
45 percent ofall international spending on AIDS. In fiscal year 2003, President George
Bush has requested $1.3 billion to combat HIV/AIDS internationally. This is an 82
percent increase over the 2001 appropriations. The President has pledged $500 million to
the Global Fund to combat the international scourge ofHIV/AIDS, malaria and
tuberculosis, and the President announced a new $500 million International Mother and
Child HIV Prevention Initiative that seeks to prevent the transmission ofHIV/AIDS from
mothers to infants and improve health care delivery in Africa and the Caribbean.

Several U.S. pharmaceutical companies have formed partnerships with African countries and are
working together to address many of the problems related to providing treatment to those in
need. Their policies include the sale of critical medicines at very low prices, as well as the
building of an improved infrastructure for getting these medicines to those in need. More than 50
percent of all new medicines are invented in the United States. Therefore, we recognize that the
solution both to today's health problems - and tomorrow's - in terms ofnew medicines, will
likely come from U.S. companies.

At the Doha Ministerial, Ministers acknowledged the serious public health crises afflicting
Africa and other developing and least-developed countries, especially those resulting from
HIV/AIDS, malaria, tuberculosis and other infectious epidemics. Ministers agreed on the need
for a balance between the needs ofpoor countries without the resources to pay for cutting edge
pharmaceuticals and the need to ensure that the patent rights system which provides the
incentives for continued development and creation ofnew lifesaving drugs is promoted. One
major part of the Doha Declaration was agreement to provide an additional ten-year transition
period (until 2016) for least developed countries, as proposed by the United States and agreed
upon by all WTO Members.

Paragraph 6 of the Doha Ministerial Declaration on the TRIPS (Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights) Agreement and Public Health recognizes that WTO Members with
insufficient or no manufacturing capacities in the pharmaceutical sector could face difficulties in
making effective use of compulsory licensing under the TRIPS Agreement in order to address
these health problems. WTO Ministers directed the TRIPS Council to find a solution to this
problem and to report to the General Council before the end of 2002. .



Under current WTO patent rules, a country is free to override a patent, under certain conditions,
to allow production of the patented product in its domestic market. This is commonly referred to
as "compulsory licensing." The Doha Declaration affirmed that Members may use compulsory
licensing to address public health crises. However, under current WTO rules, products produced
under compulsory license generally cannot be exported to other WTO Members. The U.S.
solution is intended to eliminate this export restriction so medicine can be supplied to countries
most in need that cannot manufacture their own pharmaceuticals.

###
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December 20, 2002

Statement by Alan F. Holmer, President Regarding the
Postponement of the

WTO TRIPS Negotiations

We support the U.S. moratorium on non-enforcement of its WTO rights for AIDS,
tuberculosis, malaria, and other infectious diseases of comparable gravity and
scale for the poorest countries.

The essential, critical need is to help patients suffering from grave epidemics like
HIV/AIDS, malaria, and TB in the poorest countries. The U.S. Government and
the research-based pharmaceutical industry have never wavered in our
commitment to do so.

The U.S. pharmaceutical industry, like the U.S. government, is committed to
action rather than rhetoric in addressing this important issue. That's why our
companies have donated more than $2 billion over the past five years to bring
medicines, educational programs and improved health infrastructure to the
developing world.

The industry urges that strong intellectual property protection remains the engine
that drives high-risk, costly investment in drug R&D, which benefits patients and
their families. As World Health Organization Director General Gro Harlem
Brundtland has explained, patent protection for medicines is essential to public
health, by encouraging such investment. Any widespread or significant dilution
of patent protection for medicines is a setback for patients all over the globe who
are eagerly awaiting new medicines and hopefully someday a cure for the
disease from which they (and their families) suffer.

Contact:: Mark E. Grayson
202-835-3465
202-262-4893
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REVIEW & OUTLOOK

The Assault on Drug Patents

OPINION

State's Saudi Surprise

A
mong the greatest U.S. achievements pharmaceutical mdustries-cfind themselves
during the last major round of world pretty much alone.
trade negotiations was the addition of in- That doesn't mean the U.S., with consumers

tellectual property protections to the Interna- who fund the world's drug research, can't
tional system. This benefited premier U.S. in- stand its ground. But clearly the folks produc-
dustries such as enter- ing these radical pro-
tainment, software [ . ] posals don't believe
and drugs and it also The U.S. ought to stand up Mr. Zoellick intends to
brought the rule of for intellectual property rights. go to the mat for an in-
law and an incentive dustry with little sup-
for innovation to countries around the world. port on Capitol Hill. The Bush Administration

But less than a decade later, much of the has shown a worrying tendency to satisfy itself
progress is at risk. A powerful alliance of coun- with Pyrrhic victories (the terror insurance
tries and activist groups is trying to use the and education bills) and has frittered away its
launch ofthe latest round ofWorldTrade Organi- credibility on international trade with steel tar
zation negotiation to strip away protection for iffs and a European-style tarm bill.
drug patents. Worse, there are worrying signs There is little evidence to support the com-
thatU.S.Trade Representa- plaints about drug patents. Many poor coun-
tiveRobertZoellick, desper- tries lack the health infrastructure to distrib-
ate for any appearance of ute medicines or even diagnose disease, which
progress, may acquiesce. is why numerous attempts hy pharmaceutical

WTO negotiators are companies to provide them with cheap drugs
, meeting in Geneva to flesh . have found few takers. If the anti-patent lobby
out the meaning of last gets its way, that won't change. Rather, a
year's Doha declaration, glimpse of the future can he seen in India,
which said the world's poor- where 20,000-plus drug makers chum out cheap
est countries should be al- copies of Viagra and Rogaine for rich urban-
lowed to ignore patents ites while treating less than 1%of the country's
when faced with epidemics 4million mv cases. American pharmaceutical
including HIV,malaria and Robert Zoelli<:k makers would lose the incentive to develop new
TB. The U.S. went along drugs, while poorer countries would lose any in-
with the measure because of its narrow scope, centive to develop research-based drug indus-
and even the drug industry didn't object. tries of their own.

But the list of alleged justifications for American negotiators, moreover, would be
patent seizure seems to be growing longer by naive to think that the attempted pillage will stop
the day. The latest drafts we've seen would al- here. If the need for drugs justifies the seizure of
low any country to import copycat drugs when intellectual property, why not the need for medi
faced with any self-declared epidemic-be it cal technology or software? Watch out, Bill
cancer or erectile dysfunction. Gates.

The prime movers here are countries like In- Today's crusade against drug patents is just
dia and Argentina, which do not respect pat- the sharp end of a broader assault on intellec
ents and have large. knock-off pharmaceutical tual property and global capitalism in general.
industries looking for new markets. These in- The pressure is on to produce a text for a vote in
dustries, in turn, fund activists who charge December, and putting a stop to this challenge
that the high price of patented drugs fuels epi- could well require courage on the part of the
demics like AIDS in Africa. And they've all American team. The WTO's current intellec
found a willing ally in European Trade Commis- tual property regime is the result of a decade of
sioner Pascal Lamy, who sees the patent issue hard work-gains won in part because of the
as a great way to divert Third World anger over willingness of then-Il.S. Trade Rep Carla Hills
the EU's protectionist agricultural policies. to walk away from a 1990 conference in Brus
America, Britain and Switzerland- the only sets. It would be foolish to throw that all away
countries with innovative, research-based for the sake of a quick agreement now.

mucked away in the massive Homeland Se
I curity bill on its way to President Bush's

• • • __ '_"'_'__ \..1._ ~1- ...+ .........."n... fh,...

with few hard questions asked of her-and
even fewer answered in any detail.

By Steven Malanga
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office as New York's mayor
boldly declared tbat the city ,
ness." It was an essential me:
andthe world from the newI'
less than four months earlk
devastating attackthat blew,
largest business district, killl
people, and vaporized 90,000

Businessman May(ff
Today, less than a year I

man mayor is declaringthat:
for business. Facing a st.
broughton as muchby the ci'
spending and Wall street's b
Sept. 11 attack, Mr. Bloombe
lionsof dollars in new taxes
the mostheavily taxed, bigg
America. More incredibly,
struggles to win back tens c
that fled the city alter the
lapsed, the mayoris seeking
of his new taxes oncommut
"Come backto New York," ~

cuns-"eventhough you will
rents because ofourpropert
your employees will fork ov
lars more in withbolding ta

It's a toxic message frc
looks increasingly like a va
he morphs into a classic t;
liberal pol more concerned
bloated budgetandwork fOJ
economy. True, Mr. Bloorr
scribedliberalDemocrat wt
licanflagonlybecausethe I
date. But his metamorphOl
able, spellsdisaster for the
of global finance.

If there is one thing th
years tell us, it is that Nev
odic efforts to close its
dueed budget gaps with
taxes are disastrous both f.
economy and for tbe city's
and quality of life. It's a Ie:
Bloomberg should have
from predecessors like ;
David Diukins, whom he i
maytngly, resembles. wne
his aggressive social age:
faced a giant deficit- insr
sonal income tax, pushed
based corporate tax, and!
a taxoncommuters, busin
eight years the city lost :
ding 20% of its private w
home to tbe headquarters
500 before Lindsay's time

This dramatically Sl
couldn't support the huge
T.indsav had constructed,



GLOBAL HUMANITARIAN PARTNERSIllPS
- Industry Contributes $1.9 Billion To Global Health Initiatives

over four years, $564 million in 2001 -

• Abbott - through its Abbott Access program participates in efforts to expand treatment access,
including the Accelerating Access Initiative, by offering its HIV protease inhibitors Norvir and
Kaletra, and its rapid test Determine HIV at a loss to the company in all 68 African and Least
Developed Countries; through its prevention of mother-to-child transmission (PMCTC) program
will donate up to 20 million rapid HIV tests for the next five years to provide the testing element
needed to conduct PMCTC in those 68 countries; launched Step Forward?for the world's
children philanthropic program to help AIDS orphans and vulnerable children in Tanzania,
Burkina Faso, India and Romania; supports relief efforts for victims of natural disasters around
the world.

• Aventis- contracted with WHO on a 5-year program to combat sleeping sickness in sub
Saharan Africa. The program includes drug donations and financial support for disease
management activities as well as for R&D in new treatments. The company has also
established a partnership with the Nelson Mandela Foundation to expand the DOTS strategy to
combat TB in South Africa.

• Bayer - is providing two drugs at no cost to treat sleeping sickness in Africa for five years;
supports the development and use of mini-labs; donates $5.6 miiiion in drug products to
missionary aid projects in Bosnia, Romania, Mexico, and Central and South America; donates
3.8 million euros in supplies to earthquake victims in India; is developing new malaria medicine
in partnership with the WHO for use in developing countries.

• Boehringer Ingelheim - donates Viramune to developing nations and $1 million to Elizabeth
Glaser Pediatric AIDS Foundation to prevent mother-to-child transmission; establishes
respiratory rehab center in Ecuador, pulmonary care centers in Argentina, Peru, Venezuela,
Colombia, Indonesia, Vietnam and China, and pulmonary research facility in SA; participates in
Accelerating Access Initiative.

• .Bristol-Myers Squibb - sells ddl and Zerit below cost and makes Zerit patent available;
expands Secure the Future; combats pediatric AIDS in Mexico; addresses infrastructure needs
and cardiovascular disease in China; participates in Accelerating Access Initiative.

• Eli Lilly - donates medical relief to more than 50 countries each year; supports diabetes
programs in developing countries; works with WHO and Doctors Without Borders to treat MDR
TB patients.

• GlaxoSmithKine - offers HIV and anti-infective medicines at cost to 63 developing nations;
funds new HIV/AIDS clinic in SA; supplies 1.1 billion vaccine doses; develops treatments for
diseases specific to developing countries; invests $32.5 million in Action TB; donates
albendazole for Lymphatic filariasis; facilitates Positive Action program; provides on-going care
to HIV/AIDS patients in Mpumalanga, SA; donates $1.5 million in grants to develop effective

Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers ofAmerica
1100 Fifteenth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20005' Tel: 202-835-3400' FAX: 202-835-3414'



malaria control in African communities; supports Personal Hygiene and Sanitation Education;
participates in LF Global A/liance and Accelerating Access Initiative.

• Johnson & Johnson - supports Humana People to People in the Total Control of the
Epidemic in Zimbabwe; supports the Drop in Shelter; hires a theater group to discuss HIV
issues; supports Healthy Children, Healthy Futures to treat intestinal parasites and Operation
Smile; supplies health kits through the Global 2000 Guinea Worm Eradication Program;
supports treatment for bum patients in Soweto, infection control project in Vietnam and
programs for orphaned HIV-infected children in Thailand.

• Merck - offers two ARVs to more than 60 developing countries at no profit; donates $50 million
and ARVs to Botswana Comprehensive HIVIAIDS Partnership; donates medicine to eliminate
river blindness; extended the Merck Mectizan Donation Program to treat lymphatic filariasis;
provides one million doses of MMP II to Honduras; donates five million doses of hepatitis B
vaccine; provides $5 million grant for the Enhancing Care Initiative for people living with
HIV/AIDS; participates in Accelerating Access Initiative. .

• Novartis - donates $30 million in treatment for leprosy patients from 2000 to 2005 and
committed to eradicating leprosy; sells anti-malarial medicine at cost in Africa; supports
programs in health, agriculture and social development in developing countries; donates
medicines to disaster victims in China, Central America and Taiwan; core member of the Global
A/liance to Eliminate Leprosy. As part of the Roll Back Malaria initiative, Novartis
provides at cost its novei iife-saving treatment, Coartem, for distribution through
WHO

• Pfizer - donates anti-fungal to SA and least developed countries; establishes Academic
Alliance for AIDS Care and Prevention in Africa; funds a study to identify the best community
based approaches for HIV/AIDS prevention; supports construction of first large-scale HIV/AIDS
clinic in Africa; co-founded the International Trachoma Initiative and provides $45 million in
donated medicine; supports initiative to recruit, train and equip medical volunteers to care for
HIV-infected patients in SA.

• Pharmacia - provides $750,000 to develop the Save the Mothers Initiative for reduced
maternal mortality in Central America, Ethiopia, Mozambique, Pakistan and Uganda; provides
medicines and money to developing countries for disaster relief; donates 4,200 vials of Neosar
in Tanzania to retreat children.

• Roche - provides HIV medicine at reduced price in Brazil; actively supports SHARE to teach
health experts about HIV; supports HIV-NAT to conduct clinical studies in Thailand; supports
research on infections lncludlnq TB, malaria and viral hepatitis; set up The Task Force Sight
and Life to combat vitamin A deficiency; donates drugs and equipment, provides free exams,
and sets up health education programs in Indonesia village; supports Phelophepa Health Care
Train, a project providing medical care in rural SA; participates in Accelerating Access Initiative.

-2-



o Schering-Plough - provides free medical products in Central and South America, India, Egypt
and other countries; provides medical support including a prison conditions program in SA,
hepatitis diagnostic support in India, rectal cancer screening in the Philippines and medical
scholarship grants.

0" Wyeth - donates anti-infectives, antl-funqals and analgesics including 10 million doses of its
Hib conjugate vaccine to GAVI; contributes $2 million dollars to polio eradication program in
Africa.

For a copy of "Global Partnerships: Humanitarian Programs of the Pharmaceutical Industry in
Developing Nations': contact PhRMA at 202-835-3400 or visit our Web site at www.world.phrma.orq
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RECENT HIV/AIDS MEDICINES INITIATIVES

MAY2000
Boehringer Ingelheim, Bristol-Myers Squibb, GlaxoSmithKline, Merck & Co., Inc., and Roche,
together with five U.N. organizations (UNAIDS, WHO, UNICEF, UNFPA and the World Bank),
establish the Accelerating Access Initiative to increase access to HN/AIDS care and treatment in
developing nations. Abbott Laboratories joined the Initiative subsequently.

JULY 2000
The Merck Company Foundation and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation agree to donate $50
million each over five years to the African Comprehensive HIVIAIDS Partnerships in Botswana,
a joint initiative ofthe Government ofBotswana, the Gates Foundation and Merck. Merck also
makes a commitment to supply its ARVs free of charge for use in Botswana's treatment programs
(according to government clinical practice guidelines) for the duration of the program.

Boehringer Ingelheim offers to supply VIRAMUNE free to developing nations for five years to
prevent mother-to-child transmission ofHIV.

DECEMBER 2000
Pfizer establishes the Diflucan Partnership Program with the South African Ministry ofHealth
and donates free doses of the anti-fungal drug Diflucan" to treat cryptococcal meningitis and
oesophageal candidiasis, life-threatening opportunistic infections associated with HIV/AIDS.

JANUARY 2001
Abbott beginsworkon Tanzania Care, apartnership withthe government ofTanzania to build
the country's AIDS response/management system, including a national AIDS program and
national AIDS care guidelines, nationwide HN testing system and training for medical
professionals.

FEBRUARY 2001
GlaxoSmithKline extends its offer of a 90 percent discount on HIV/AIDS medicines to NGOs in
developing countries and employers in Africa who offer care to their workers.

Roche and PharmAccess International, a not-for-profit Dutch-American organization, armounce a
new initiative to create access to anti-HIV drugs for patients in four African countries. The
program is initiated in major urban treatment centers in Cote d'Ivoire, Kenya, Senegal and
Uganda, with Roche providing funding, anti-retroviral agents, and diagnostic and monitoring tests
as well as technical support for training ofhealth care professionals and patient education.

MARCH 2001
Merck & Co., Inc. offers to sell its ARVs-Crixivan and Stocrin-at no-profit prices in the LDCs
and those nations hardest hit by the epidemic, and at significant discounts in other countries in the
medium category of the Human Development Index-more than 110 countries in all.

Bristol-Myers Squibb makes the patent for Zerit [d4T] available at no cost to treat AIDS in South
Africa and offers to sell ddI and Zerit below cost.

Abbott, in establishing Abbott Access, offers to sell its ARVs Norvir and Kaletra and Determine
HIV rapid test at no-profit prices in all ofAfrica and the 49 LDCs.



JUNE 2001
Pfizer expands eligibility for the Diflucan Partnership Program to include governments and
NGOs in the 49 LDCs and sub-Saharan Africa.

GlaxoSmithKline extends its offer to sell AIDS and other infectious disease medicines, including
Ziagen and Trizivir, at no-profit prices to 63 of the world's poorest countries, including all those
in sub-Saharan Africa.

SEPTEMBER 2001

Roche provides the HIV medication Viracept" (nelfinavir) to the Brazilian Ministry ofHealth
during 2002 at substantially reduced prices for those treated by the government.

DECEMBER 2001
By December 200 I, the cost of ARV drugs offered individually by the companies participating in
the Accelerating Access Initiative had decreased significantly, in some cases to as little as 10
percent of their prices in industrialized countries.

JANUARY 2002
Roche and PharmAccess International announce the start ofpatient enrollment in the CARE
partnership pilot program to deliver comprehensive HIV health care in four African centers. A
year later, with support' and funding from Roche, the program is providing access to HIV care for
patients throughout Africa. The program aims to sustain the wider access to HIV therapy by
providing disease education and building up vital local medical infrastructure.

JUNE 2002
Abbott pledges to donate up to 20 million Determine HIV-l/2 rapid tests over five years to
programs for the prevention ofmother-to-child transmission in Africa and the 49 LDCs. Abbott
also announces further reductions in the Abbott Access prices for its ARVs Norvir and Kaletra,
offering to sell them at a loss to the company.

JULY 2002
At the International AIDS Conference in Barcelona, Abbott, Boehringer Ingelheim, Bristol-Myers
Squibb, GlaxoSmithKline, Merck & Co., Inc., and Roche sign statements of intent with two
majorregional groups of countries-Economic Community ofWestern African States
(ECOWAS) and the Caribbean Community (CARlCOM)-to expand access to HIV/AIDS care
and treatment through the Accelerating Access Initiative.

Roche makes Invirase and Viracept pediatric powder available at no-profit prices to the LDCs and
in sub-Saharan Africa.

SEPTEMBER 2002
GlaxoSmithKline further reduces the no-profit preferential prices of its HIV/AIDS medicines by
up to 33 percent and its anti-malarial medicines by up to 38 percent GSK will also supply these
medicines at no-profit prices to all projects fully fmanced by the Global Fund to fight AIDS, TB
and Malaria.



OCTOBER 2002
Merck & Co., Inc. offers to make new 600-mg. tablet formulation of STOCRIN available at less
than one dollar per day in the LDCs and those hardest hit by the HN/AIDS epidemic.

DECEMBER 2002
Pfizer and The Pfizer Foundation announce that the Diflucan Partnership Program will be
extended indefinitely. By January 2003, the program was operating in 12 African nations and
Haiti.

JANUARY 2003
Pharmacia Corporation announces the launch of a pilot program, in partnership with the
International Dispensary Association Foundation that has the potential to benefit HN/AIDS
patients in 78 developing countries, including all of the countries in sub-Saharan Africa.
Pharmacia will grant non-exclusive licenses for delavirdine, a medicine for HN/AIDS, to generic
pharmaceutical companies that agree to manufacture and supply the product to the world's
poorest countries.

As ofJanuary 2003, 80 countries have indicated their interest in participating in the Accelerating
Access Initiative. In 39 of these 80 countries, national plans to improve access have been or are
being developed. A total of 19 countries, including a number of countries in sub-Saharan Africa,
Chile, Honduras, Jamaica, Morocco and Ukraine, have reached agreement with manufacturers on
significantly reduced drug prices.

Following discussions in Panama facilitated by the Pan-American Health Organization (in the
framework of the Accelerating Access Initiative), the ministers ofhealth ofPanama, Costa Rica,
El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua reached individual agreements with
representatives of Boehringer Ingelheim, Bristol-Myers Squibb, Roche, GlaxoSmithKline and
Merck & Co., Inc. to implement or maintain pricing policies that will lead to significant discounts
(up to 85 percent in some cases, and 55 percent on average) for antiretroviral treatments in
Central America and to a substantial increase in the number ofpeople in the region with access to
HN/AIDS care and treatment.
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November 25, 2002

The Honorable Robert Zoellick
United States Trade Representative
600 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20508

Dear Ambassador Zoellick:

As you prepare for the latest round ofnegotiations on the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS
Agreement and Public Health, we wanted to express our strong commitment to a solution that
responds to the truly exceptional public health challenges faced by poor countries. Working with
the international community, we must balance the public health needs of developing countries
while maintaining our commitment to global trade standards that promote innovation and protect
intellectual property.

The United States must devise a mechanism which will enable the poorest WTO
Members afflicted with epidemics of HIV/AlDS, TB and malaria to obtain needed drugs by
allowing them to procure low-cost medicines under certain circumstances. At the same time,
TRIPS establishes disciplines that arebeneficial to both economic development and innovation
in the area ofnew drug therapies. As you know, the Trade Act of 2002 instructs USlR to seek
agreements respecting the Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health adopted at
Doha in November 2001, which establishes such a balance.

The recent discussions in Sydney have resulted in a general agreement to help developing
countries procure the drugs they need. Discussions, however, need to continue to define which
diseases will be covered and which countries will benefit. An open-ended or unclear exception
to the standards tor patent protection would seriously undennine our interest and set back the
long-term public health objectives Doha was designed to achieve. We urge you to negotiate a
solution that is specifically limited to the diseases that were the focus of the Doha Declaration,
namely HNIAIDS, TB, Malaria and other epidemics of similar scale. In addition, it should be
clear that only truly disadvantaged countries, such as those countries in sub-Saharan Africa, be
the recipient ofthe changed rules.

We look forward to working with you to fashion a TRIPS Council outcome this year that
will be consistent with the goal of maintaining the integrity of the TRIPS Agreement while
respecting the important mandate set forth in the Doha Declaration.

-~~~-
Member ofCongress

Sincerely,
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PAVID DREIER
Member ofCongress
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WASHINGTON. DC20510

November 25, 2002

The Honorable Robert Zoellicl<
United States Trade Representative
600 17'h Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20508

Dear Ambassador Zoellick:

As you prepare for the latest round of negotiations on the Doha Declaration on TRll'S
and Public Health, we wanted to express our strong commitment to a solution that
responds to the exceptional public health challenges faced by poorer countries faced with
the lDV/AIDS pandemic. While the United States works with the international
community to address this issue, we must balance the public health needs of developing
countries with maintaining global trade standards that promote innovation and protect
intellectual property.

The United States must devise a mechanism which will enable the least developed WTO
Members afflicted with epidemics of HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria to obtain
needed drugs by allowing them to procure low-cost medicines under certain
circumstances. At the same time, TRIPS establishes disciplines that are beneficial to
both economic development and innovation in the area of new drug therapies. As you
know, the Trade Act of 2002 instructs USTR to seek agreements that respect the
exceptional circumstances outlined in the Doha Declaration in Doha in November z001.

An open-ended or unclear exception to the standards for patent protection would
seriously undermine our interest and set back the long-term public health objectives Doha
was designed to achieve. We urge you to negotiate a solution that is specifically limited
to the diseases that were the focus of the Doha Declaration, namely mvIAIDS,
tuberculosis, Malaria and other infectious epidemics of similar gravity and scale that may
arise in the future. In addition, it should be clear that only truly disadvantaged countries,
such as those countries in sub-Saharan Africa, be the recipient of the changed rules.

We look forward to working with you to fashion a TRIPS Council outcome this year that
will be consistent with the goal of maintaining the. integrity of the TRIPS Agreement
while respecting the important mandate set forth in the Doha Declaration.

Sincerely,
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December 6, 2002

The Honorable Robert B. Zoellick
United States Trade Representative
600 17' Street, N.W.
W/lshington, D.C. 20508

DellI" Ambassador Zoellick:

As you prepare for the latest round ofnegotiations on the Doha Declaration on lRIPS and public
health, we want to join our Democratic and Republican colleagues in the House and Senate in expressing
our strong commitment to a solution that responds to the exceptional public health challenges faced by
poorer countries, particularly countries in sub-Saharan Africa, faced with the HIVIAIDS pandemic. As
you know, we worked hard to enact the African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA), the"goals of
which are compromised by the devastating economic"impact of HIV/AIDS on the populations in Sub
Saharan Africa.

The Doha Declaration sets a mandate for WTO members to devise a mechanism which will
enable the least developed WTO Members afflicted with epidemics of HIV/AlDS, tuberculosis and
malaria to obtain needed drugs by allowing them to procure low-cost medicines under appropriate
circumstances.

We are aware that this negotiation has reached a critical stage. It is our sincere hope that the
U.S. will advocate for a solution that will address the needs ofthe world's poorest patients, such as those
in Sub-Saharan Africa, by ensuring that these countries remain the focus ofthe solution. The outcome of
this negotiation should not allow the commercial interests ofcountries like India and China to undermine
the effort to address the legitimate public heath emergencies identified in the Doha Declaration.
Therefore, we urge you to negotiate a solution that is focused specifically on the diseases that were
identified in the Doha Declaration, namely, HIVIAIDS, tuberculosis, malaria and other infectious
epidemics ofsimilar gravity and scale that may arise in the future. In addition, it should be clear that only
truly disadvantaged countries, such as those in Sub-Saharan Africa, be the beneficiaries of the changed
rules.

We look forward to working with you to achieve further progress in promoting economic growth
and Inworking to stem the scourge ofHIVIAIDS on the Continent.

Sincerely,

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER
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November 27, 2002

The Honorable Robert B. Zoellick
United States Trade Representative
600 17'hSt. N.W..
Washington DC 20508

Dear Ambassador Zoellick:

I am writing to express the serious concerns of the more than I, I00 members of
the BiotechnologyIndustry Organization (BIO) over recent developments in Geneva
concerning the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects ofIntelIectual Property (TRIPS)..

BIO represents the interests ofcompaniesengaged in cutting-edge research that
will provide innovative medicines, agricultural and environmental products to millions of
people worldwide. The vast majority ofour member companies are involved in research
and development in the health care arena. In the developing world, biotechnology R&D
can do its part by producing vaccines that do not require refrigeration and are nasally or
orally delivered Furthermore, biotechnology's innovative approaches can provide
medicines for difficult to treat diseases such as malaria, tuberculosis and cholera. In a
speech before a gathering ofbiotechnology leaders in June, I called on biotech health
leaders to devise a comprehensive program for diseases ofthe developing world. The
biotechnology industry is ready to do its share to combat the world's health problems.

But the reality is that the vast majority ofour members are small start-up
companies concentrating on research. In fact, more than 90 percent ofbiotechnology
companies have yet to bring a product to market, and thus, they rely on patent portfolios
as their only assets. What a biotech company owns and markets is essentially ideas: for
example, the discovery of a potential point of intervention in a disease process or the
identification ofa gene or a regulatory compound that might affect that process. But
earning a patent is only the beginning ofthe work. The ability of these companies to raise
funding from the capital markets is linked directly to the availability, strength and
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The Honorable Robert B. ZoeHick
November27, 2002
Page2

securityoftheir intellectual property rights. Without certainty in rights, out compaDiessimp1¥
cannotraise funds to conduct their research~ offer,their ' 0
WithoUt funding, products totteat \UiilIet medical su.eh~as, ' ,t~:
suffering frommV/AIDS and other intractaBle diseases' ot be d~Vi

BIO supports the objectivesofthe Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and
PublicHealth issued by the Doha Ministerial last November. We support the position
becausewe appreciate that the intellectual property standards in the TRIPS Agreement
permit countri¢s to take action whl'hfaced with·grave and immediate public hea_tb crl$l';s.
We further suppert theDeha Ministerial's califor the VITO to @Vl$e a w~yfor'~~jn
poor countries to gain access to alternativesources ofpharmaceutiual productsifth:ey
cannotobtain them from the pioneerproducer. The biotechnology industry is fully aware
that there are special circumstances for which a legally secure mechanism should be
developedto allow poor countriesafflicted with epidemics ofHIVIAIDS, tuberculosis
and malaria to obtain drugs from alternativesources.

But we cannot support eliminatingintellectualproperty protections. throughout the

developi~g ''lorld' fer an, _rh71l117~~~~:ca-!:r*,-~r~.s~ __ ~s::\V:~_s::-~eY7t~:_~-~~~7~x~~:t~<J!\2~-~
Ministerial. We are surprised and troubled·therefote,that the draft legal text that reCently
emergedin Geneva aftermonths ofdisc .. deviat\ils so dramlltlClIlly ftotntbe
mandateofDolia. The text thatwas wi'eulateuinthepress last Vli.el!k ti,\dallow
producers in large developing llOuntries with~significant'mimlif~
manufacture.ah¥~drug and to elfPOttit,toalt~ '.c~uJitry. toaai;Jte
Sticha "spluti~Il." w6ul('!'t:reate
TRIPS A .:lit' . .

incennvd VO °fti
is uncertain, tIre bio~hnj)lo1W
groundbrelikmg medicines for treating
others.

We are concerned that1he teno'
troublin afitf~aCCW'lite in . , ..g ~'," " .. ,
stAAs ou:dri1:fus""'is·ttlkifi'g'• '~J:'.' .. '." ",.'."'.':\('\:'~"'~tr,>,-,"Y/':'<'~"'" "
Next week Bit> and the Bill .
unprecedented conference in WashiBgton that . eto'. . . ,
private partnerships to develop new drugs for diseases that are prevalent in the
developing world. Preserving the essential market-based incentives flilr intellectual
property is a critical component of these efforts.
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1k Doha. ~lII'lItion. - Agrll8Illent on Trade-:a.eta1ed ABpeats ofrmwl1llCtwl1PropertY
Dear AmblllltllllPr Zoe1lllllc

The Iowa.Biote AIlIociathmhas recad:Iy1eamed of..very alldous ID.ter.ulional
l.ssue, wbich ifI U1IIlldreIIIIedWllIl1d doslpfRC8Q'I; dmnep to the powthof~1oaY
and life' • T.&.e h_oflllulII1lJ&lqilfu3I1cs'lDdufry is theabllitytoPJOIIlc:t IIlld
preserv~ prope.rIJ. :a.-t:l'llpCtlll thttI~ dlmtlaplpg llQ1IQtdes end allDiaIist
non- Ofp" oIiI.all9 lIlB le'king to I!IlC,PlIIKI the:Dolul~ to ecmr all
diseues woUld a fa1alblow to b1IIiDesII, aswe knOw If: Inths~ SbilB!J.

Ofthelll~O :mtlQlbers ofhIowa~loiYAssacial:ion IIlld those~
1Iml:r birth scdentific2e8Ullih lI!1d dlIve1opJzitm. diI11til:ls the DcbDeclamllanwauld
placepatlmt lntoI1ealaal~plotectiw as 'VlI1uetus.~the fiJclm on
BIV/.A;lDS,~ lIlldma1Ia:la wiI1 speakto~ ofthe p.vepublic bII1tb. crises '
fOl1!Jd in sonle djwe1OJ!ing ccuntries wllI10utj~Uw ilmovatlOJlS or I!Otfating
ma:d:ets. ..

Bmst & YOBlI8!='e:t1lllellt1y~the U2I.it.vd &tlItIil iIh~:filr72% oftheworldwide
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The onorable Robert B. Zoellick
Uni States Trade Representative
600 7th SlICet, NW
Was . • DC 20508

As e ecutive director ofthe Pennsylvania Healthcarc TechnologyNetwork.representing
mo than 27 pharmaceuticaland biotechnology companies and trade associatlons, I am
wri to voice grave concerns regardingrecent tradediscussionsthat would strip away
p t protectionsand could ultimlltely hamperthe vital researchconducted by these
...n UTII;o:ICli:"'"v _ .

We ecognize the need to a,ddress healthcrises in poor countriesand support efforts to
find solution to this ongoing challenge. However, we believe the solutionmust stay
true the intent ofthe Doha Declaration - specifically thatpoor countriesfacing

AIDS, TB, malaria and other in1\:ctious epidemics ofsimilar gravityand scale are
allo to use the mechanism ifnecessarybecausethey truly lack productivecapacity in
1he hal'maceutical sector.

out this narrowly defined scope,patent protections willbe eroded, slining private
r innovationand hurting patientsworldwide ""uoare countingon America's

accutical companies to delivernew cures.

We gc you to protect American innovation and the millionsofpalicnts around the
wor d who benefit from it by staying true to the intentofthe Doha Declarationand
raj tlng all efforts to expand its scope.

. Cullari
utive Director
sylvania Healthcare Technology Network
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D~et3.2002

The Honorable Robert B. Zoe:llid<
tJllited State8T~e~ .
600 17" Street, NW
Wasblngton, DC 2010&

Dl:lI1' Ambassador ZoeIIiclc:

1'b1lmemblll'B ofOW'stateassociationofbioteclmologyeompanies, doingbusiness
intbeMidwest ofthe UllitedSLaleS, isveryCOJlCelIIrclaboutrecentdevc:1oPJllent5
in Geneva conceming the:A~ onTr-..de-Ile!°·ed Aspem.~ of Intellectual
Prope:rty (TlUPS).

Ourorgllllization supports the goals of the Doha. Declaration on the TklPS
Agreemc:ntllUl1l'ubUoHealthi$lued bytbc:Doh8.MinieteiiallastNovember. We
IIlppreciate that tbe intl!llectuaI properlY 8bndetds provide<! in the TlUPS
Agreement which lletmlt Gountries to take action when 1lu:ed witbgrave public
health crises. We liutber support the Doha Ministeria1's o:aIl for the mo to
dll\lis& 8. WI¥ fOr cettaill poor eountries to S\!l;Urll alte.rnative lI!lW'CIl& of
phal1DlWllulica1 products if cotlVl:lltlonel SO\lfCCS prove to he UIIllvallable. Our
bioteelmoloay GOnlmunil:yb llWllN~ there Ilte!lpl:l:ial cin;umslances ibr'Whiclt
a legallysecuremcchanillllJ shouldbe~oped to allow pOOT coll\\tries alDiated
witb epidemiC8 of HIV/AlDS, WbereulosJs and malaria to obUlin dtugs ftom
altema1ive soarees,

Nonetbelesll, we oppose the dlminaUcn of intellect,"" property 9fOtocli9n.
throughout the developing world for all pharmaceutical products.

We dp not bc1leve 1hat this proposed eJllIlination of inlellectua1 property
protA!Cliollswas everthe intentoftbt;DohaMillisterial. Weeredisappointed iliat
the draft legal t<!xtappart:llllybasemerged inGeneva.after months ofdillCUSSions
de:viates so dramalicall.y fl"om the mandate. of 'Dobill. 'l'he leXt th8t was widely



TheHonol1lble lblbertB. ZodIiek
DecellIbcc 3, 2002
Page 2

clr~lntheprtSSlaatw,,*Vi'ouldlll\Qw~iIlJfti\ii,BitilJrd~tjl'jjj~
anyd.ru3-to .rtit. Tbl&proposal WOIi1d createa~ in tile prokiCIiImSPlitlltir@dbyt1le

T1W'S~t.

TIle proposal wollld e\lmInate mil intellectualp~ Pl'OteGtiol1$ that serve as incen!l.ves fin
inveHll\Clll in biottllbillllt!J)' resard\ IlIll1 devcIopm8tIt. If patent protealiOJl is um:crtain,
bi.otdjr.ote.,~M6Dltspt'OmiJe ofprodudngar~ mlldiclnel tortreatiug
lIlV/AIDS, maletiamd tIlbel'CulOsi"IIIIlOllio~.

Please c:onllider our c:onWDS in thisvery inlportllllt matter. The 140member oompanics need
your IlSlIistanc:o in prow.:ang theirintellectual property rights.

Sincetely.

Ron KllfJIm
ExecutiVe Vice Pmsidenl

RWK:mb
cc:: SenatMl:Ia:beItH.Kohl (V1lLFllX 202-224-9787)

Senator~uasellD. 1'"oIngold (VtaFIX 2Q2..~·2725)
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December 3. 2002

The Honolab1e Robert B. Zoellck
U.S.Ttade RepMentative
6IJO 111' Street.NW
WlIIShlngton. DC 20508

Re: Doha Declaration - Agreement onTrade-~ Aspects of
Intellectual PIoperly

DearAmbassador ZotlIllck:

As our U.S,Tl'ade RlIflI'llSentative. youservethe UnitedSfat9s bU$llless
l~. aswen as the he1llthCere 8lISOQla\ioIls. SOon you wi! be lIe1p1ng
to decldelmportllnt cIIangea to the DohlI DeclllIBtiOn. andthe AgllMm1enl
on Trade-Related AIlpecls of Intellectual Property. Because we
apt)leClritB youreffoltll in thesenegotiations, welife asking youto takethe
time to read thisI*r.

MOBIO'smembership Includes emerging biotechnology companies, as
WBlI asacademic InstItvIlonswhose IIIllOV8tIve IeSearch wiiiSj)1IWii new
disease-fighting prodUCls. Their IntelJeclual properties are theirgreatest
asset8. They rely on theseaI$IIls as equityto aItrad timelyInvestment
ttlat will further lbeit research. aswell as bringproductsto marklll

Thecurrent intentof the Doha~on protIiJcI.s the Intellectual
property assets of ourmembers. Changing thetext to allow the
manufactureof any druganti to export It to any oountty to addI'lU any
l1ealth-care situationwould circumvent anyintellectual properlyprotectlon.

Ifpatent ~Iutectlon I, unce1tBln. blolBehnology cannot fu/flIllls promise of
producinggrouNf..bNaklng medlcine8 for trelll/ng HIVIAlD5, malaria and
tuberculosis. among OIIters. Em:ouragInlJ paterIt Infringement Inthename
of public healthin America andEuropewill renderl1leentireprocess
useless. The l'e$ult mightmeanioWer prescriPlion drug priee8 for
oonsuMer$ln the shorttalm. but inevitably Itwnilltifle~r
Innovation BS profitsdry UP.



Sincerely,

g,..........T~\...,c

=:e~~r
cc: Senator Kit Bond

senatorJimTalent

il'11e MISSOl.tI1 B1atedlnology AMOdation is a nonprol\t trQde assaclatlon dtIdiclltedto
!dBVlllopmentand growth. at'the Mlaour1 biol'A!dmolcljlyand bIomedlc:al indulltry. By

epartlng baSic reseIln:h In \:Ile life sclt=nces,d_OPlllMt at' • highlyeducated WOl1<
I'orc:e and prcNldlng iI frfendly environment Ibr llttI'IIttIng and fOundIngnew bUsIl1ess. the
.M1SSClurl81oteehnolollv Associatkm Inttnds to make. slQn1llcant ImpactllII MlssoUl1
ieconomlc d-'opmtnt.
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Dec,4,2002

~~~Ro1lelfB. ZoBlUck
U.$. 'l'1Jde~tlet1taliVC
liDO 11" IiIlMt:NW
WublqIon :00 20508

Re:Da!PI Deo1BJal,\on -~ DIl Trade-RD1AtedAap~ ofIntellcemall'nlpOl'ty

~lll' Alal!lIIaldor lloellick:

Bioteehttology is a YO\lIIi bIItVI!41~t el.1IllIlfuJ i1K\lJlllry in~otII, Onr> of lhe
~ttDneest 111$wehave is 1\18 llbllit)" toprofeCt apd pzeaerve~~te~~ plopott}'
developed Ilea. ReceQtlllPOl'!li tl1at~ deVl!!lopiugco~ an4 ~alist non
SOy~~1.0!Il ue aeeldDl to~ the Deba DeolllIliltontocover all
4i..s wOllW beWJrY4mri i~!UIl toourbiat.eeb~ anditll iUtQre growlh.

Oqr ...~on1'IlpZQ1Ilta 850IpIl11(ljl0llJ~ thouIllll1C\$ ofjobs. DiIUling tim
DQhaDeclara1ion woll1d IIlllbpa1llbt IWI intd.leclbW ptGpCl11:Y p:oteQllon worthlesa,
hA'=lnfabd.".glbcfcc'JIl Cll.EnV/AlDS, liIb.>.lllikiii. amliiiilliriiwill~io IilllDY oftiie
P'lve pu1)Uc IulaUb ct!se& foLm4in IIllIIle dcvelop!Qg.COI.1JI1rifi 'WidJoutjr>oplll'diQg new
imlcYatl~ Of 1!lld.stIns~.

ThrJ ffcc l1lIIItet ecQl10JllY lII1l1 ft10 ablUt.y to pl'IIIIllIVfllllld Prllf'Ct valUa1lJe hneJ]eotlltl
PfOP8'ttY h¥ been thefaAndation that hllS allowc4lhe Unite4 S1Btea tobe~wadl1leadcr
Inbio1ech with 7S'/L of the biotechjobs~ 72116 ofworIliWi4a lnveatrllent Inbiotech.

On beMI1'or III OfMJml_ta's~~eoDllIIIIIlIty we_ JOB DOt to expand
IiIe lJobaDeelam1;lon to CllmIl" aDdillllll.... T.llankyoq.

SiDCIlrCly,

j(~~#
~4}lro1lt

:BMculiVl!! :D:\l'tlCfOr

00: S~atotMarkDa!ylQn
SenatQrDean ~lIl'kIey

26E.fJI<fllnIJl! SI,RftfI fIool5l.P\ql,MN 551OH264
Phone 65t·2lll·l81O, rtx 651·100-2266

WWlI'.mn~!ll.1llIl
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From 1I1e OfIiee of the

~~J,~l'a«o bi~~~~lt"etl:~;,. ¥ a550Ciation(~b,)

"Chris" ChrlstoffetseD, Ph.D.
oitheBoard

Ai'apahoe Ave., Sui1e 220
.. .• COS0303
V: 03417-1601
F: 31>3417-1602
rcht!ll@Dlo:g8lithlJ1er.com

December 3,2002

TheiHanomble Robert B. Zoellick
Unij:ed StatesTrade Representative
600117" Street, NW
W"*hington, DC20508

Deair Ambassadll1' Zoe11iok:

On behalfof theColorado Biotechnology As$ooiation. I amwritingto express serious
reservations and concerns aboutrecent developments related to the Agreement on Trade-Related
AsPFcls ofIntelleotualProperty ('TRIPS).

Our goel is to provide innovali~. cutting edgemedicines. As a result of the biotech
indqslry's cantributions inthis arena, greatprogrCss has beenmadein providing improved
amoaches tomeetthe needs ofcatastrophio epidemicssuchas maims, HIV/AIDS, andcholera.
Theldeveloping worldbenefitseach day fromthese innovations.

A vastnumber of biotech finns concentrare ontheresearch theyhopewillprovide some
pos~ve impaot on a disease process, Thisinveslment- theirpatent portfolio - is theironly asset
Thi4 portfolio is essential inraisingthe capitalto bringtheselife-saving and life-altering therapies
ton\arket.

We supportthe goalsofthe DohaDeclarationon the TRIPS AgIecment. We know the
decE·tionenablescowttries to act when facedwith gmveandoatastrophichealthcrises. We
app effortsenabling poor countries tl' <1r;velop alternate sources ofessentialphannaceutical
pro ucts, Thecatastrophio epidemicscreatespecial oircumstances for thosecountries.

Thisbeingsaid, wecannot supportthe elimination of intelleotual property protections
thro\Jghout thedevelopingwll1'ld for allphannaoeu,tical products. The DohaMinisterialnever
inllll\tded1his to be theresult.

America's pharmaceutical researchers are the lesding oompanies in the world engagedin
tile 4isoovexy oflife-saving cures, Diminishing the longstandinginternationalprotections
pro-iided theseresearcherswill do greatharm to the healthof the global community, We urge
you pot to distort the intentionofthe DohaDeclarationandmaintain essential patent plll'lfolios.

Sincerely,

Denise Brown
Executive Director
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December 3, 2002

Thc Honorable Robert B. Zoeniek
United States Trade Representative
600 t7'"StNW
Washington, DC 20508

DearAmbassador Zoellick:

I am writing to BKpI'BIlS the serious concerns of'the morethan 360 membere oftbe
Washington Biotechnology & BiomcdicaI Association (WBBA) OWl" recent
developments in Geneva concerninR the meement on Trade-Related Aspects of
Intelleetual Property(TRIPS).

WBBA represents the interests of companies engaged in culllDg-edge research that
willprovide innovative medicines, agricultural andenvironmentalproducbto
nnUions ofpeople worldwide. The~iority ofour member companies,
organizations, and institutions are involved in research and development in the
t.ew'th Ciire ilreiiii.. In the devclopiug world, bioteclmologyR&0 CIlli do itspart by
producing vaccines thatdon't require refrigeration andare IIIISIl1ly or orally
delivered. Furthermore, biotechnology's innovative approaches canprovide
medicines fur discast:ssUllh lIS malaria, lubt:rcuhmis and t:hult:rii for whichthere is
not CIlI'MIl! adequatetreatment. A growing number ofWBBA's member companies
lIOO n:'-SCHtCh institutions SIre mcusJ:Ilg on b:"'ectiollS di_8f:"S QJ1d other IJJ'IIHdle~

plaguing public health in underdeveloped regions around tbe world.

Asyou.know, the Biotechnology Industry OrgmUzation (BIO),withwhich WBBA
workli closely, 1lft.5 made a visiollfll:Y commitment to bring biotechnologysolutions
to problems plaguing the developing world. As~ demonstrated by incrc:asing
partnerships withorganizations likethe BillandMelinda Gates Foundation, the
bioteclu1ology industry is ready to do its sb1n'e to combat theworld's health
problems,

However,one mustconsiderthat, as is typicalthroughoutthe biosciences
community, the bulkofWBBA's biotechnology & medical device colllJlllIlY
me~ are mJ"U Illart-UP companies concentmting on research. In fact, more
than 90 percent ofall biotechnology companies haveyet to bring a productto
market. andthus. theyrelyonpatent portfulios as theironlyassets. What a biotech
company ownsand markets is essentially ideas: furexample, the discovery ofa
pot<mtial pointofintervention ina disease process or the identification ofa gene or
an inhibitingcompound that might affect that process. But earning a patent is only



thebeginning of the work. Theability ofthese companies to tlIise~:&o~ theCl!Pital
.Dl1II'kets is liwu.11 ~tJJ' to the availability,~ and certaIm:y offbei\: iJItcll~ PtO}1Cl1Y
rigbts. W'Itho,1Jt~lYin~ olltcompaMssitnp1yQ~t • .i\1tids~~_ .
research and0.theirprodIiet~ onthe merket. Without~~to~''!!l~
medicill n.eed&1lIlil to helppatieJits sutlMng frolnHIV/AiOS Plid other~\'lI¢.\l.1~ will
not be de~loped.

In addition to the critic:al rolepatentsplayin thescientific and fiscal heoltb ofgroWillg
bloteehtlologyco~WJmNs mcmborsbip isparticularly sensitive Iu clnmges in
intenlational traderegimes, particularly intellectual property, giventhetremendous impact of
intematilmal tradeon Wtlsbington sll$'s eoonomy. From bintecblJOlogy to Micro!lOft there is a
widespread dependence of filii' a11d equitable systems ofprotl:ction fur intenectual properly that
areessential notonlyto Washington state'seconomy, but theeverevolving OOOIlOlUY ofthia
nation.

Consequently, WBBA strongly supportll tho gaals (lithe Doha~/)on the TRIPS
Agreement and PnblicHealth issued bytheDoha Ministe:riallastNovember. We suppon the
declararitJnbecause weappreciate that the intellectual property standards in the T.RlPS
Agreement. permit countries to take actionwhen fiwed withgrave public health crises. We
further lIUppOrt theDohaMinisterial'scaD :fur the WTO todevise a way fur certain poor
countries to rea<lh out to aJtemative sourcesof~1Uical productS iftheycannot obtain
them from thepioneer producer. Asanindustry wearefully aware that there arespecial
C~tIt'S :fur which a IegslI.y secure mechanillm sb.aUkl be developedto ollow poor
collDtries afflicted withepidemics ofHIVIAIDS, tubereulosis andmalaria to obtain drugs from
alternative sources.

Atthe same time, WBBA cannot support eliminating Intellectual property protections throughout
thedcw:loping world [UI: lll1pharmaceuticoJ produots.. This W3lS lICVer the intent Ofthe Dolla
Ministerial. Weare SllqJrised and troubled. theretbre. thatthe dralllegal tell.'t that appIllent1y bas
emerged in Geneva lI.fter ll'lOnths ofdis(!UPiGns de\liates:so dramatiCJilly from the mandAte of
Doha. Thetext that was widelycirculated in thepress Jast week would allow ptOOuce.rs in India,
BrazilIWd China to manufilcture anydrugaod to export it to anycountry to llddtess any health
care situatiOlL Such a "solution" would create a huge IoQphole in theprotections guaranteedby
theTRIPS Agreement and undermine theinteIIectual property protections that serve as
inc..miVC5 fur investl:l!cnt inbiotechnology researchanddevelopment. Ifpatent proteet.ion is
unee:rtain, biotechnology(;lIllJlot fulfill its promiseofproducing grotmd-breaking medicirl.es fur
treating mvlAmS, malaria and tnheroololli,., among others.

TIw biosciences community isalso concerned tbat thetenoranddirection ofthe current debate
sends a verytroubllng llQd imIoourate message about theroleofintelleetua1properly protection
andthe stepsourlndUBlIy is taking to help these countries a.c:khess theirpublic health dlaJIenges.
This week BIO and the Gates POUlldation will be hoating an unprecedented coJ!ftlITmce next
week inWasbingtonthat wiU stimulate theformation ofpubJic..private partnerships to develop
new dregsfurdiseases tl10t areprevalent in the developing worlrl. :Preserving the essetrtial
market-based incentives fur intellectualpropertyis a criticalcomponent oftheseetfuns.

.2



WBBAjoins RIO in urging theadministration to actnowto enilUl'e!'hat thed~~hlld;:Jjy
negotiators inCleneva reflects accurately tbe mandate inpoha-or to ensure thatltO deal 1$
reached at all.

Sincerel.y,

tfmIYrfJv:)/JJ2tiJ
Ruth M. Scott
President

Cc:
SenatorPatty Murray
SenatorMaria Cantwell
Congresswolt\llll Jennifer Dunn

3
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December 3, 2002

The Honorable Robert B. Zoollick
United Sta,," Trade Representative
600 17111 Street. NW
WashingtOn. DC20'08

DClIJ' Ambassador Zoellicki

On behalfof tlw Tau Heal1bcare 8lld Bioscience lnatitute, oneof the
coontry's premier biotech organizatioD', I am writins to express scriOl1S
reservatiON and concerns about recent developments related to theAgreement on
Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual PropertY (TRIPS).

Our iOa! is toprovide Innovative, cuttinledge medicines. As a resultof
thebiotech industry's contributions In tbls arena, pt progress hasbeen made in
providillj improved approaches to meet theneeds ofClIt8Strophic epidemics such
as malaria, HlV/AJDS, andcholOJa. Thedeveloping world boncfits each day
from these innovatlona.

A Vl1llt Dumber of biotech flIlllll concentrate on thoreseateh tboy hope will
provide liOrne pDlitive impact ona disease process. This invostment - theirpatent
portfolio - I. their onlyasset. This portfollo is essential in rlisina thecapital to
bringtheselifHavlni andilfo.a1icring thcmpics to mlif'.wt.

We Sllpport theKoals of theDoha Declaration on theTRlPS Agreement.
We know the dcc1amtion tubles countries to act when faced withFave and
caiutrophic healthcrises. Weapplaud efforts enabling poor countrioa to develop
.1tenwe sources of eaaendal pbarma;eutical products. Thecatastrophic
epidemics create special circumstances for those countries.

This beillj said, we C811Rot support theelimination of intellcotl>al property
protections throughout the developlll6 worldforall pharmaceutical products. The
Doha Ministerial neverIntendod this to be the result.

America', pharmaceutical fCSClIJ'Chers arethe leading companies in the
world enpgc4ln tbediscovery of lifo-savini cures. Diminishing the
lonsstandlng international protections provided tbese researchers willdo great
hann to the healtbofthc Slob~ community. Weurge)'ou not to distort the
intention of theDohaDeclaration and mainlllin essential patentportfolios.

Sincerely,

-14-44 If.~
Thomas R. Kowal&ki
President

TEXAS HEALTHCARE &810SCIENCE INSTITUTE
815 RrNQI81roal, Suilt310 *AuIUn. T_7S701 * (5121708-8424 * Fax: (512) 7OS·leaT*EnlIjJ: InloQthbi.mm
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'. Council of

New Jersey; Inc.

December 10,2002

The Honorable Robert B. ZoeUick
United States Trade Representative
600 17th Street, NW
Washington,DC 20508

Dear AmbassadorZoelliek:

We are writing to express the serious concerns ofthe moretban 120 biotechnology companies in
New Jersey over recent developments in Geneva concerning the Agreement on Trade-Related
Aspects oflntellectualPropcrty (TRIPS).

The Biotechnology Council oCNew Jersey represents companies engaged in biophannaceutical,
biomedical a.od bioagricultural businesses. Most ofthe companies in New Jersey aresmall start
up companies concentrating on .research. In fact, more than 90 percent ofbioteclmology
companies in the COUDtry have yet to bring a product to market, and thus, they .relyon patent
ponfolios as theironly assets, Whet a biotech compimyowns and Jll!!r!tels is essentlelly ideas:fOT
example, thediscovery ofa potential point of intervention in a disease process or the
identification ofa gene or an inhibiting compound that might affect that process. But eaming 8

patent is only the beginaiagof'the work. The ability ofthese companies toraisefundiog from the
capital markets is linked directly to the availability, strength and eenllinty oftheir intellectual
property rights. Without certainty in rights, our companies simply cannot raise funds to conduct
their research and offer their products on the market. Wllhout funding,products to treat unmet
medical needs and to help patients suffering from HIVfAIDSand other intractable diseases will
not be developed,

BCNJ supports the palsofthc Doha DeclDrlltion on the TRIPS Agreement IIIld Public Hc:eJth
issued by the Doha Ministerial last November. We support the declDration because we appreciate
that the intellectualproperty standards io the TRIPS Agreement permit countriesto take action
when faced with grave public health crises. We further supPOIttlte Doha Minlsteriars call for the
WTO to devise 8 way for certain poor countries to reach out to a1temalwesourcesof
pharmaceuticalproducts ifthey cannot obtain them ftom the pioneer producer. As an industry
weare fully aware that there are special cirollIDstanCeS fur wbidl a legally secure tlJechanism
should be developed to allow poor countries afIlicted with epidemics ofHlVfAIDS, tuberculosis
and malaria to obtain drugs from alternative sources.

We cannot support eliminating intellectual property protections throughout the developing world
fur all pharmaceutical products. This was never the intent of the Doha Ministerial. We are

I AAADrive. Suire 102, Trenton, New Jersey 08691 • 609,890-3185 fox 609,581.8244
E-m:ul; bcnj@hq4u.cnm _ www.nc:wjerseybioccch.org

p. 1



SUl}lrised and troubled. therefure, tbat the dtaft legal text that apparently bag~~~ in Geneva
after monthsofdiscussionsdeviates so dralJIlItica1ty fromthe~eof$)'o~ 1lftetextthat was
widely circulated in the press and wouldallow producers inIIIdia, l3ta2:il amlCbijia ti)

manufacture anydrug and to elqlort it to anyeouDtly to lIl!drJlss any~lU1"~~ti9"..Sucha
"solution" wouldcreate a hligeloophole in the prote¢tiOus gMIaIIteed by tlie 'l'R:WS Agreement
and IIndennine the intel1ectulllproperlyptl!leetioll5 tb/)t serveas~llUVes1!>Til!c~ i!l
biotecliji()lirg)' resear\l!l- and dcvc;lopment.Ifpatcm )'lriltection is~~lliol~~~y·~t
·fulfill itsprOmise ofpt0llUCing ~oUlld.brelikiiig medicines fur treating mv/.AIDS,~hW!ll
tuberculosis, among oUters.

We also are concerned that the tenorand direction ofthe currentdebatesendsa very troubling
and inaccurate message abontthe roleof intellectual property protection and the steps OUl

industry is taking to help these countries addresstheir publicbealthchallenges.

'We urge the Administration to IU;t nowto ensurethat the deal reachedby negotiators in Geneva
reflects accurately the mandate in Doba-or to ensurethat no deal is reachedat all.

Regards,

p. 1

H. Joseph Reiser, Ph.D.
Chairman

2

DebbieHart
Eltecutive Director



Remington, Michael J.

SUbject: Letter to zoellick from deans of schools of public health

----Original Message-----
From: James Love [mailto:james.love@cptech.org]
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2002 7:52 AM
To: ip-health@lists.essential.org
Subject: [Ip-health] Rachel Cohen: Letter to zoellick from deans of schools of public health

Rachel Cohen from MSF forwards this letter from Deans of medical and public health programs at Yale, Columbia,
Berkeley and Southern Florida Universities.

Jamie

-------- Original Message --------
Subject: letter to zoellick from deans of schools of public health
From: "Rachel COHEN" <RacheI.COHEN@newyork.msf.org>
Date: Fri, December 20, 2002 7:33 am
To: ip-health@venice.essential.org

[list still in formation]

Ambassador Robert B. Zoellick
United States Trade Representative

_. 600 17th Street, N.W.Glashington, DC 20508

Sent Via Facsimile Transmission

December 19, 2002

Dear Ambassador Zoellick,

We are writing as deans of the leading schools of public health in the United States to share our views with you on the
status of negotiations at the World Trade Organization (WTO) on public health, access to medicines, and intellectual
property rights. At the 4th Ministerial Conference of the WTO in Doha last year, the imperative of public health was
affirmed by all WTO member states through the adoption of the Ministerial Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and
Public Health. Just one year after this historic agreement was reached, this advance is at risk of being compromised, to
the detriment of millions of people suffering from diseases throughout the world.

The WTO was charged with producing a solution to the problem expressed in paragraph 6 of the Doha Declaration, which
states that:

"6. We recognize that WTO Members with insufficient or no manufacturing capacities in the pharmaceutical sector could
face difficulties in making effective use of compulsory licensing under the TRIPS Agreement. We instruct the Council for
TRIPS to find an expeditious solution to this problem and to report to the General Council before the end of 2002."

Negotiations on the solution to this problem should be gUided by the needs and interests of poor people who are suffering
without access to medicines, and by the Doha Declaration itself, which states that the TRIPS Agreement "can and should
be interpreted and implemented in a manner supportive of WTO Members' right to protect public health and, in particular,
to promote access to medicines for all."

c" urge you to consider the following: . . .

-1. The solution must not be restncted to rnedlcines and medical
technologies for the treatment of HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria. While there is no doubt that these epidemics are

1



ravaging developing countries, they cannot be considered the sole public health threats in poor regions--either now or in
the future. Furthermore, the WTO is not the appropriate forum for determining sovereign countries' national public health
priorities and needs.

".2. The solution must not be limited to medicines only. Vaccines,
C'iagnostics, and monitoring tests, for example, are important medical technologies for developing countries. They should

•.• not be excluded from any solution.

3. The solution must not include overly burdensome "safeguards."
low-cost medicines intended for consumption in poor countries should not be diverted to wealthy country markets.
However, any system of safeguarding against such diversion should not put too heavy a burden on developing countries,
and should not be so burdensome as to counter to the goal of the system itself to broaden access to affordable medicines.

4. The solution must be workable and must not include overly
burdensome procedural requirements. Complex, restrictive conditions for making use of the solution will only serve to
undermine the overall objective of protecting public health.

Increasing the pace of innovation in pharmaceuticals is necessary if the medical and public health community is to have
any hope of success in battling major public health problems. But rewarding innovation must not come at the expense of
equitable and sustainable access to these essential inventions.

As health professionals and concerned citizens, we urge you in the strongest possible terms to reject any solution that
includes any of these restrictions.

Sincerely,

Allan Rosenfield, MD
Delamar Professor and Dean
Mailman School of Public Health
Columbia University'

C Iichael H. Merson, MD
. Anna M.R. Lauder Professor and Dean of Public Health

Chairman, Department of Epidemiology & Public Health
Yale University"

laurence G. Branch, Ph.D
College of Public Health
Dean, University of Southern Florida'

Stephen M. Shortell, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Public Health
University of California, Berkeley'

• Institutional affiliation for identification purposes only.

Ip-health mailing list
Ip-health@lists.essential.org http://iists.essential.org/mailmanllistinfo/ip-health
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Experimental Use and Research Issues

AFederal Circuit decision, Madey v. Duke University, 307 F.3d 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2002),

has created controversy. InMadey, the Federal Circuit denied the experimental use exception in

the patent law to all academic scientific research, even when that research is manifestly

noncommercial. The court held that the exemption is not available to nonprofit universities

because scientific research at those universities serves legitimate educational purposes. For

additional information about the Madey case, see attached Brief for American Medical Colleges,

et al., as Amicus Curiae in Support of Petition for Certiorari.

A major landmark in this regard was Roche Products, Inc. v. Bolar Pharmaceutical Co.,

733 F.2d 858 (Fed. Cir. 1984), wherein the Federal Circuit held that the experimental use

exemption did not cover one pharmaceutical company's use of another's patented drug for the

purpose ofperforming tests necessary to obtain regulatory approval of its own competing version

of td drug. Congress determined that Roche had inappropriately narrowed the exemption and

overruled it in the Drug Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act of 1984 (also known

as the Hatch-Waxman Act) (the "Act"). The Hatch-Waxman Act itself represented a

congressional compromise (between innovator and generic pharmaceutical companies) to create

a level playing field on which the companies operate. The Act added subsection 271(e)(I) to

Title 35, of the United States Code:

It shall not be an act of infringement to make, use, offer to sell, or sell
within the United States ... a patented invention ... solely for uses
reasonably related to the development and submission of information
under a Federal law which regulates the manufacture, use or sale ofdrugs
or veterinary biological products.

DC1373975\1
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Effectively, a "safe harbor" was created that serves to insulate activities "reasonably related to

the development and submission of information" (subsection 271(e)(I)) to certain governmental

agencies necessary to obtain regulatory approval.

Under conventional rules of statutory construction, exceptions or exemptions should be

read narrowly. A narrow reading would indicate that section 271(e)(I), although worded

broadly, was designed to immunize the bioequivalency testing needed to secure FDA approval of

generic drugs (which was the issue raised in Roche v. Bolar). Some courts have so held. The

Act's legislative history reveals that the "only activity which will be permitted by the bill is a

limited amount of testing so that generic manufacturers can establish the bioequivalency of a

generic substitute. H. Rep. No. 98-857 (Part II), 90th Cong., 2d Sess. (1984).

Courts have departed from a narrow reading, finding that section 271(e)(I) should be

Mass. 1998). A recent case (Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Rhone-Poulenc Rorer, Inc., 2001 U.S.

Dist. LEXIS 19361 (S.D. N.Y. 2001)) held, in essence, that the plain meaning of section

271(e)( I) covers all information required to obtain approval of a drug (in essence, basic research,

animal testing, human clinical trials, synthesis of new drug candidates, their initial testing, and a

determination of whether drug candidates should be pursued). A party which develops such

information but decides not to submit an application for approval is also protected as long as the

development was done to determine whether or not an application for approval would be sought.

In effect, new product screenings are covered, and exempt from allegations of patent

infringement.

Potentially, patents claiming research tools (such as cell-based assays) and

biologics/genomics are implicated, and potentially jeopardized. Given the success of major

DC1373975\1 - 2 -



research institutions for engaging in basic research and also in developing research tools and

applications, universities and non-profits should closely monitor judicial developments relating

to subsection 271(e)(I).

The ability of universityInon-profit patent holders to protect their patents may be severely

compromised by both a broad research exception (Bristol-Myers) and a non-existent one

(Madey). On one hand, a dilution in the strength ofpatents, especially those related to basic

research tools and applications could be harmful to the public interest because investments will

not be made in the commercial exploitation of these tools and applications. On the other, the

inability to conduct noncommercial research for teaching purposes could chill academic

innovations. Ultimately, serious public policy issues may have arisen that warrant the attention

of the United States Congress.

DC\373975\1 - 3 -
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QUESTION PRESENTED

Whether universities. are precluded from asserting the
federal common law experimental use exemption from
liability for patent infringement merely because their
scientific research programs serve legitimate educational

•purposes.

* The thiry-one amici curiae are listedintheAppendix, infra.

(i)
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INTEREST OF AMICI CURIAE I

Amici curiae represent universities whose faculties engage
in scientific research. They consist of the Association of
American Medical Colleges, whose membership includes
125 medical schools, nearly 400 teaching hospitals and health
systems, and 92 academic societies with an aggregate indi-

I The following representations are made pursuant to Sup. Ct. R. 37:
The parties have consented to the filing of this brief; no counsel for either
party authored any portion of this brief; no persons other_than amici
curiae made any monetary contribution to the preparation or submission
of this brief.
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vidual membership of approximately 100,000; the American
Council on Education, representing approximately 1800
colleges and universities and serving as a forum for consid
eration of higher education issues of national importance; the
Association of American Universities, whose 62 members
include most of the nation's leading public and private
research universities; the National Association of State
Universities and Land Grant Colleges, representing public
universities from all 50 states; the Council on Governmental
Relations, an association of 150 research-intensive univer
sities devoted to maximizing the scientific benefit from
federal investment in academic research; the Association of
University Technology Managers, a non-profit organization
of approximately. 3300 professionals dedicated to issues
related to technology transfer; Public Citizen, Inc., a public
interest advocacy group; the Howard Hughes Medical
Institute, which supports research conducted by faculty with
joint appointments at universities and the Institute; and the
following individual colleges, universities, and medical
schools: Baylor College of Medicine; The Regents of the
University of California; Carnegie Mellon University;
Emory University; University of Florida; Georgetown
University; The George Washington University; Iowa
State University of Science and Technology; Johns
Hopkins University; University of Kentucky; University
of Maryland; Massachusetts Institute of Technology;
Mount Sinai School of Medicine; New York University;
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill;
University of Pittsburgh; Rutgers, the State University of
New Jersey; University of Texas at Austin; Texas A&M
University; Vanderbilt University; University of
Washington; Washington State University; and Yale
University.

Universities spent more than $30 billion on scientific
research and development in calendar year 2000. National
Science Foundation, Science and Engineering Indicators
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2002, App. Table 5-2 (2002). The amici curiae all directly
engage in or actively support such university-based scientific
research. The decision by the Federal Circuit in this case,
however, poses a serious threat not only to the viability of
many individual academic research projects but also to the
vitality of academic scientific research generally. The amici
curiae have an obvious and very strong interest in this case
and in the reversal of the decision below.

INTRODUCTION

The Federal Circuit's decision limiting the scope of the
common law experimental use exemption from liability for
patent infringement is of immense importance to all uni
versities whose faculties engage in scientific research. By
effectively eliminating the exemption for even noncommer
cial academic scientific research, the decision erects a
significant roadblock to the advancement of science. The
amici curiae are deeply disturbed by this ruling. See Note,
"Universities Ask Supreme Court to Reverse Patent Ruling,"
299 Science 26 (January 3, 2003). In the past, university
based research has been crucial to scientific progress on
almost every front. The decision below threatens to stifle that
research and thereby endanger this nation's continued
leadership in science and technology. The question presented
by this case is vital to the nation's scientific wellbeing.

Universities will be forced to bear substantial adminis
trative and fmancial costs to cover patent searches, infringe
ment opinions, licensing agreements, and the inevitable
litigation that will be engendered by the Federal Circuit's new
rule ofpatent law. The money diverted into such uses will no
longer be available for actual research. As a result of these
additional costs and also the associated delays occasioned by
patent searches and the negotiation of licenses, university
based research programs will be curtailed and research
projects abandoned. In many situations patent holders are
likely to use the court's ruling as a basis for imposing onerous
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financial or nonfinancial licensing terms or even as a means
of barring entire lines of what they may view as potentially
competing scientific research. These developments place in
jeopardy the research plans and activities of thousands of
science graduate stodents and faculty researchers.

There is a serious risk that the Federal Circuit's decision
will significantly impede this nation's scientific progress. In
the end, the burden will be borne by the general public in its
capacity as consumer and beneficiary of the scientific
advances the patent system is intended to foster. The amici
curiae ask this Court to grant review and reverse in order to
avert the drastic consequences that otherwise can be expected
to flow from the decision below.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

The experimental use exemption historically has protected
noncommercial research from claims of patent infringement;
although prior to this case there had been virtually no
litigation with respect to academic scientific research per se,
the scientific community had every reason to believe that the
exemption would protect noncommercial academic research
just as it protected other noncommercial research.

The decision below radically departs from prior law. With
out inquiring into the commercial or noncommercial natore of
the research at issue, the Federal Circuit announced that
universities are ineligible to claim the experimental use
exemption for the paradoxical reason that the scientific
research in which they are engaged serves legitimate edu
cational purposes. The obvious result of this ruling is to deny
the experimental use exemption with respect to all scientific
research conducted at universities and other nonprofit
research institotions, even when that research is manifestly
noncommercial.

The Federal Circuit's holding in this case will have a
significant chilling effect on all academic scientific research,
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and especially that in biotechnology and biomedicine.
Depriving university scientists of the experimental use
exemption will directly and significantly increase the cost of

.basic research, the great majority of which is supported by
competitively awarded federal funds. In many situations, the
unanticipated need to negotiate licenses before initiating or
while in the midst of research projects may forestall or
seriously disrupt ongoing research. In some circumstances,
patent holders may refuse licenses and thus bar research from
going forward at all. The amici curiae are gravely concerned
that, if the experimental use exemption is no longer available,
the proliferation of patents on upstream tools for biotech
nological, biomedical, and advanced electronic research
will have a very adverse effect on basic and applied down
stream research activity at universities and other nonprofit
research institutions.

This Court should grant review to restore the federal com
mon law experimental use exemption to its traditional role as
a safe haven for noncommercial scientific inquiry.

ARGUMENT

A. The Experimental Use Exemption Historically Has
Protected Noncommercial Research From Claims
Of Patent Infringement

"[T[he courts have long recognized . . . that a purely
'experimental use' of a patented invention, with no com
mercial purpose, should be exempt from infringement lia
bility." R. Eisenberg, "Patents and the Progress of Science:
Exclusive Rights and Experimental Use," 56 U. Chi. L. Rev.
1017, 1018-19 (1989). This experimental use exemption,
which was first articulated by Justice Story in Whittemore v.
Cutler, 29 F. Cas. 1120 (C.C.D. Mass. 1813), serves a pur
pose somewhat analogous to that of the fair use doctrine of
copyright law. J. Mueller, "No 'Dilettante Affair': Rethink
ing the Experimental Use Exception to Patent Infringement
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for Biomedical Research Tools," 76 Wash. 1. Rev. I, 42-43
(2001); M. O'Rourke, "Toward a Doctrine of Fair Use in
Patent Law," 100 Colum. 1. Rev. 1177, 1192-94 (2000). The
exemption ultimately is grounded in the same constitutional
rationale as the patent system itself: scholarly freedom to use
and build upon patented advances in the course of
noncommercial scientific inquiry is of critical importance to
"the Progress of Science and useful Arts." U.S. Const., Art I,
Sec. 8. See 1. Feit, "Biotechnology Research and the Experi
mental Use Exception to Patent Infringement," 71 J. Pat. &
Trademark Off. Soc'y 819, 839 (1989).

In determining the type of "experimental use" entitled to
exemption, courts historically drew the line between com
mercial and noncommercial research. Noncommercial re
search was protected. For example, the exemption covered
the federal government's use of a patented alloy "for
experimental purposes." Chesterfield v. United States, 159 F.
Supp. 371, 375 (Ct. CI. 1958). In the only reported case
involving an academic institution (the Colorado School of
Mines) the court explained that the "making or using of a
patented invention merely for experimental purposes, without
any intent to derive profits or practical advantage therefrom,
is not infringement." Ruth v. Stearns-Roger Mfg. Co., 13 F.
Supp. 697, 713 (D. Colo. 1935), rev'd on other grounds, 87
F.2d 35 (lOth Cir. 1936).

In contrast, commercial research was not protected. A
major landmark in this regard was Roche Products, Inc. v.
Bolar Pharmaceutical Co., 733 F.2d 858 (Fed. Cir. 1984),
where the Federal Circuit held that the experimental use
exemption does not cover one pharmaceutical company's use
of another's patented drug for the purpose of performing tests
necessary to obtain regulatory approval of its own competing
version of the drug. The court explained, "[w]e cannot
construe the experimental use rule so broadly as to allow a
violation of the patent laws in the guise of 'scientific inquiry,'
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when that inquiry has definite, cognizable, and not insub
stantial commercial purposes." Id. at 863. See also Embrex,
Inc. v. Service Engineering Corp., 216 F.3d 1343, 1349·(Fed.
Cir. 2000) (holding, in a patent dispute between two
commercial competitors, that the experimental use exemption
does not protect research performed "expressly for com
mercial purposes").

"[A]fter Roche, scientists engaged in research and devel
opment having more than negligible commercial purpose
could no longer rely on the experimental use doctrine." J.
Mueller, supra, 76 Wash. L. Rev. at 24. Yet with its em
phasis on the distinction between commercial and noncom
mercial purposes, Roche appeared to confirm that genuiuely
noncommercial scientific research undertaken by university
scientists or government researchers remained protected by
the experimental use exemption. As one writer put it shortly
after Roche, "[f]ew would deny the experimental use ex
ception for research on patented technology performed at a
university in furtherance of its educational function." R.
Hantman, "Experimental Use as' an Exception to Patent
Infringement," 67 J. Pat. & Trademark Off. Soc'y 617,
633 (1985).

Subsequent developments provided further support for the
view that traditional noncommercial scientific research falls
well within the protective scope of the experimental use
exemption. Congress, believing that Roche had improperly
narrowed the exemption, enacted the Drug Price Competition
and Patent Term Restoration Act of 1984,35 U.S.C. § 27I(e),
reversing the result in that case and thereby extending
protection even to certain specified commercial research
activities. The Federal Circuit seemingly took this to heart,
giving the new statute a broad reading in Eli Lilly & Co. v.
Medtronic, Inc., 872 F.2d 402, 405-06 (Fed. Cir.1989), aff'd,
496 U.S. 661 (1990).
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This history afforded university communities and patent
holders alike strong reason to believe that Justice Story's
experimental use exemption continued to protect noncom
mercial academic research from claims of patent infringe
ment. A recent study, based upon "70 interviews with
personnel at biotechnology and pharmaceutical firms and
universities," confirms that "university researchers, to the
extent that they are doing noncommercial work, are largely
left alone" and that in those rare instances when universities
received letters alleging infringement "the typical response
was effectively to ignore such letters and inform the [patent]
holder that the university was engaged in research, did not
intend to threaten the firm's commercial interests, and would
not cease its research." J. Walsh, A. Arora, and W. Cohen,
"The Patenting and Licensing of Research Tools and
Biomedical Innovation," 2, 35, in National Academy of
Sciences, Patents in the Knowledge-Based Economy (2003).

B. The Decision Of The Federal Circuit In This Case
Radically Departs From Prior Law By Denying
The Experimental Use Exemption To All Academic
Scientific Research, Even When That Research Is
Manifestly Noncommercial

The Federal Circuit in this case eschewed any inquiry into
whether the research at issue was genuinely noncommercial.
Instead, the court issued a broad ruling effectively deny
ing the experimental use exemption to all university-based
research in all circumstances.

In an opinion frankly hostile to the experimental use
exemption, the Federal Circuit essentially disavowed prior
law with its clearly drawn distinction between commercial
and noncommercial research. The court held, instead, that the
exemption is not available to nonprofit universities because
scientific research at those universities serves legitimate
educational purposes:
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[M]ajor research universities, such as Duke, often
sanction and fund research projects with arguably no
commercial application whatsoever. However, these
projects unmistakably further the institution's legitimate
business objectives, including educating and
enlightening students and faculty participating in these
projects....

In short, regardless of whether a particular institution
or entity is engaged in an endeavor for commercial gain,
so long as the act is in furtherance of the alleged in
fringer's legitimate business and is not solely for amuse
ment, to satisfy idle curiosity, or for strictly philo
sophical inquiry, the act does not qualify for the very
narrow and strictly limited experimental use defense.

Madey v. Duke University, 307 F.3d 1351, 1362 (Fed.
Cir.2002).

This decision is both bad law and bad policy. The dis
tinction between commercial and noncommercial research
always has been the touchstone of the experimental use
exemption. Indeed, when he first articulated the doctrine
in Whittemore Justice Story was specifically contrasting
"philosophical experiments" with "use [of the patented inven
tion] for profit." 29 F. Cas. at 1121. Scientific research
directed toward "educating and enlightening students and
faculty," Madey, 307 F.3d at 1362, is exactly the sort of
activity embraced by the early nineteenth-century expression
"philosophical experiments." L. Bruzzone, "The Research
Exemption: A Proposal," 21 AIPLA Q. J. 52, 60 (1993).

Noncommercial academic scientific research logically lies
at the very core of the experimental use exemption. R.
Eisenberg, "Proprietary Rights and the Norms of Science in
Biotechnology Research," 97 Yale L.J. 177,223 (1987). Yet
the Federal Circuit appears now to have made the exemption
inapplicable to virtually all truly serious scientific research.
This creates a substantial likelihood that "the patent system
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[will] function to thwart the very innovation that it is intended
to foster." M. O'Rourke, supra, 100 Colum. L. Rev. at 1180.

The Federal Circuit was led astray by language in Pitcairn
v. United States, 547 F.2d 1106 (Ct. Cl. 1976), cert. denied,
434 U.S. 1051 (1978), holding that the experimental use
exemption did not apply when the government was merely
engaged in testing newly purchased helicopters to make sure
that they worked properly. There can be no quarrel with the
result in Pitcairn: routine testing of equipment is not truly
scientific research and need not be protected as "experimental
use." In justifying that unexceptionable result, however, the
Pitcairn court explained, somewhat infelicitously, only that
the government's use of the helicopters had been "in keeping
with the legitimate business of the using agency." Id.
at 1125-26.

The expression "legitimate business" was seized upon by
the Federal Circuit in this case without paying due attention
to context. The Pitcairn court had employed that expression
offhandedly, as a way of indicating that the government was
not actually engaged in scientific research but rather was
simply ascertaining, before placing its helicopters in regular
use, that they were capable of being operated in the manner
intended. The Federal Circuit here misread Pitcairn, making
the inquiry focus on the relationship of the patented in
vention's use to the defendant's "business" rather than on
whether that use genuinely constitutes noncommercial scien
tific research. The court lost sight of the values furthered by
the experimental use exemption and, in doing so, constructed
an apparently absolute barrier to a claim of exemption by any
modern research university (or by any government agency or
other nonprofit organization, for that matter) engaged in the
"business" ofnoncommercial scientific research.
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C. The Decision Below Will Have A Significant
Chilling Effect On Academic Scientific Research,
Especially In Biotechnology And Biomedicine

"[A] significant portion of scientific innovation occurs in
university, government, and private non-profit environments
...." E. Barash, "Experimental Uses, Patents, and Scientific
Progress," 91 Nw. U. L. Rev. 667, 696 (1997). Much of
this scientific innovation results from basic research that is
directed toward the general acquisition and dissemination
of scientific knowledge and has no explicit commercial
objective.

Universities and university scientists-to the extent they
consider the issue at all-assume that their noncommercial
research is exempt. See M. Thayer & R. De Liberty, "The
Research Exemption to Patent Infringement: The Time Has
Come for Legislation," 4 J. Biolaw & Bus. 1,2 (2000). They
"rarely check the patent literature to determine whether their
proposed research will infringe on any patents." E. Barash,
supra, 91 Nw. U. L. Rev. at 698. Nor are they in a position to
do so. "While corporations have legal departments geared
towards answering potential legal quagmires, universities do
not have the infrastructure to render routine opinion work to
researchers." ld. Universities are "ill equipped to handle
multiple transactions for acquiring licenses to use research
tools." M. Heller & R. Eisenberg, "Can Patents Deter
Invention? The Anticommons in Biomedical Research," 280
Science 698, 700 (1998).

The decision below works a drastic change in the legal
environment. Depriving university scientists of the experi
mental use exemption will directly and significantly increase
the cost of basic research even when patent holders are
willing to make licenses available:

[Llicensing patented inventions used in basic research
poses special problems. The need to obtain licenses
would add significant administrative and financial bur-
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dens to researchers in fields where patent protection is
widespread. Most research builds on prior discoveries.
If a significant number of these are patented, obtaining
licenses on each would generate mounting royalty and
transaction costs.

S. Michel, "The Experimental Use Exception to Infringement
Applied to Federally Funded Inventions," 7 High Tech. L. J.
369, 398 (1992). The need to allocate scarce university
resources to the processing of scientifically unproductive
administrative and legal paperwork will involve a significant
diversion of funds away from educationally more important
activities, including actual scientific research.

There will he not only greater costs but longer delays in
getting research started if, indeed, patent holders permit it to
be undertaken at all. The need to obtain licenses will
constitute an initial and major hurdle in the path of many
projects. "Delays in negotiating multiple agreements to use
patented processes, reagents, and gene fragments could stifle
the creative give-and-take of academic research." M. Heller
& R. Eisenberg, supra, 280 Science at 700.

The added cost of conducting patent searches and paying
for licenses, and the concomitant delays in launching research
projects, are not the only, and may not be the worst, problems
facing universities and their researchers in the wake of the
decision below. The unanticipated need to acquire licenses in
the midst of a project can seriously disrupt if not entirely
derail ongoing research. It simply "is not practical for
researchers to wait for a patent infringement evaluation each
time they perform a basic laboratory technique." 1. Feit,
supra, 71 J. Pat. & Trademark Off. Soc'y at 822. Research
does not follow in a straight line. One line of inquiry will
often open up an entirely new line of inquiry not con
templated at the outset. ... To halt research in mid-stream for
months or years in the face of an unanticipated need to obtain
a license--or even worse, to be required to abandon the
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research altogether upon the denial of a license-will have a
very serious deleterious effect on the competitive advantage
American universities' research programs currently have
in the world. See R. Eisenberg, supra, 56 U. Chi. L. Rev.
at 1056.

In some circumstances, the absence of an experimental use
exemption may make it altogether impossible to undertake a
planned research project. As the National Institutes of Health
has observed, "[p[rogess in science depends upon prompt
access to the unique research resources that arise from
biomedical research laboratories throughout the government,
academia, and industry." 64 Fed. Reg. 72090, 72093 (1999).
It follows that "intellectual property restrictions can stifle the
broad dissemination of new discoveries and limit future
avenues of research ...." Id. at 72092. The problem is that
"some patent holders will undoubtedly object to the use of
their inventions in subsequent research and, in the absence of
an experimental use exemption, might use their exclu
sive rights to stop valuable research from proceeding." R.
Eisenberg, supra, 56 U. Chi. L. Rev. at 1072. This "could
undermine a critical mechanism of the scientific community
for facilitating the progress of science." R. Eisenberg, supra,
97 Yale LJ. at 225.

Even before the decision below, many commentators were
concerned that the Federal Circuit's emphasis in Roche on the
narrowness of the experimental use exemption "could have
significant chilling effects on research efforts." L. Bruzzone,
supra, 21 AIPLA Q. J. at 65; see also, e.g., S. Michel, supra,
7 High Tech. L.J. at 389-90; E. Barash, supra, 91 Nw. U. L.
Rev. at 698. By effectively abolishing the experimental use
exemption for all academic scientific research, the decision
below magnifies the problem enormously. The Federal
Circuit's opinion in this case will have a very damaging
chilling effect on all university-based scientific research.
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This chilling effect will be felt in all scientific areas where
patent protection has been granted to intellectual advances
that may form part of the foundation for further research,
including chemistry, physics, and advanced electronics. The
problem may be at its most severe, however, in biotechnology
and biomedicine:

The explosion of biotechnological and biomedical
research and development in the United States in the
past twenty years, with a corresponding increase in
patenting activity, particularly in the area of genomics,
has concomitantly heightened difficulties of access to
and dissemination of patented research tools. Bur
geoning research and development will require ever
greater numbers of proprietary tools, giving rise to
transaction costs associated with acquiring the right
to use each tool. In some cases, the patentee may refuse
to license the research tool altogether.

J. Mueller, supra, 76 Wash. L. Rev. at 5-7. The amici curiae
are gravely concerned that the decision below will encourage
patent holders to assert claims in a manner that will impede
or altogether frustrate university scientists' ability to make
further basic advances in critical areas of biotechnology and
biomedicine.

The past two decades have seen "a spiral of overlapping
patent claims in the hands of different owners, reaching ever
further upstream in the course of biomedical research."
M. Heller & R. Eisenberg, supra, 280 Science at 698.
"Patented research tools" now include such things as "cell
lines, monoclonal antibodies, reagents, animal models,
growth factors, combinatorial chemistry and DNA libraries,
clones and cloning tools." 64 Fed. Reg., supra, at 72092 n.!.
For example, "[m]any of the pioneering developments in
basic laboratory methods necessary for recombinant DNA
experiments have been patented." 1. Feit, supra, 71 J. Pat. &
Trademark Off. Soc'y at 820.
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Many patents in the field of biotechnology do not cover
products or even methods but are essentially informational in
nature, covering such matters as anonymous gene fragments
and protein crystalline coordinates. See, e.g., M. Heller & R.
Eisenberg, supra, 280 Science at 699. For example, patents
have been granted on the identification of "small segments of
complimentary DNA [that] have no presently known utility
[but] are believed to be useful as probes in searching for
corresponding full-length genes." J. Mueller, supra, 76
Wash. L. Rev. at 13-14. The inability to work with such
information could blunt the promise of the remarkable
achievement of the Human Genome Project by crippling
follow-on basic research in fields such as genomics and
proteomics (the study of proteins and their functions within
the cell) and significantly impair academic research
ers' ability to achieve important new breakthroughs in bio
medical science.

The magnitude of the problem is suggested by recent
action taken by Hoffrnan-La Roche Corporation ("Roche")
with respect to its patents over the thermostable enzyme
Thermus aquaticus YTi DNA polymerase ("Taq") and poly
merase chain reaction ("PCR"). Taq is a basic biotechnology
tool "widely used in DNA sequencing." J. Mueller, supra, 76
Wash. L. Rev. at 2. PCR is "the revolutionary DNA
amplification process that utilizes Taq." ld. at 3. In 1995,

Roche accused more than forty U.S. universities and
research institutes (including Harvard, Stanford, Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology, the Salk Institute, the
Scripps Research Institute, and the National Cancer
Institute) and more than 200 individual scientists of
infringing these patents.... Roche officials professed no
concern about the use of Taq for 'pure research'
purposes, but stated that they felt. compelled. to take
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action against those scientists engaged in what Roche
termed 'highly practical' research with potential profit
making potential.

ld. Roche and other similarly situated patentees may be
emboldened by the decision below to extend their aggressive
patent enforcement to noncommercial "pure research" as
well. See id. ("a Roche spokesperson . . . warned that she
'wouldn't want to predict what action Roche would take
relative to any patent ... in the future"'). This poses a major
threat to the continued vitality of noncommercial academic
biotechnological and biomedical research programs.

This nation has benefited enormously in the past from
noncommercial academic scientific research, as more dis
coveries and greater understanding of the unknown have
pointed toward and facilitated commercial research leading to
new and socially beneficial products and applications. The
Federal Circuit's decision threatens to retard this process
significantly. Even before the decision below, there was
grave concern in the scientific and public policy communities
that "the proliferation of patents on 'upstream' basic tools of
biotechriological and biomedical research will stymie the
development of ... downstream application]s]," J. Mueller,
supra, 76 Wash. L. Rev. at 7. The denial of experimental use
protection for noncommercial academic scientific research
will make a difficult situation much worse.

D. This Court Should Grant Review To Restore The
Federal Common Law Experimental Use
Exemption To Its Traditional Role As A Safe
Haven For Noncommercial Scientific Inquiry

This Court should grant the petition for certiorari and hold
that universities are not precluded from asserting the experi
mental use exemption merely because their research pro
grams serve legitimate educational purposes.
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The issue clearly is important. Respondent may argue,
however, that certiorari should be denied because there is no
conflict among the circuits and the matter is interlocutory. In
the circumstances of this case, those factors do not genuinely
militate against review.

The Federal Circuit has exclusive appellate jurisdiction
over cases arising under federal patent law. 28 U.S.C.
§ 1295(a)(I). Thus there is and will be no conflict among the
circuits on the reach of the experimental use exemption. But
this does not mean that this Court should defer to the Federal
Circuit's presumed expertise and leave standing the harmful
and misguided ruling below. As Justice Stevens recently
noted, "decisions by courts with broader jurisdiction will
provide an antidote to the risk that the specialized court
may develop an institutional bias." Holmes Group, Inc. v.
Vornado Air Circulation Systems, Inc., 122 S.Ct. 1889, 1898
(2002) (concurring). This case presents an issue of federal
common law that is too important to be left to a specialized
patent court; this Court, with its broader perspective, should
intervene to resolve the issue.

Although the case nominally is interlocutory, there is
nothing further to be done On remand with respect to the
experimental use exemption. The Federal Circuit has noted
that Duke University's scientific research projects "unmis
takably further the institution's legitimate business objectives,
including educating and enlightening students and faculty"
and has held that any act "in furtherance of the alleged
infringer's legitimate business . . . does not qualify for the
very narrow and strictly limited experimental use defense."
Madey, 307 F.3d at 1362. As a practical matter, that fore
closes Duke from asserting the experimental use defense on
remand. Moreover, even if on remand Duke were to prevail
on other grounds, the Federal Circuit's ruling with respect to
experimental use still would stand as the radically new and
disruptive law of the land.
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As long as it does remain standing, the Federal Circuit's
ruling will raise serious concerns and cause serious harm to
American universities, to the academic scientific research
community, and to "the Progress of Science and useful Arts."
U.S. Const., Art I, Sec. 8. The case warrants immediate
plenary review.

CONCLUSION

The petition for a writ of certiorari should be granted.
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Boards need more than a passing acquaintance
with ways to balance the academic mission

with valuable opportunities for
taking campus research to

A Board's Primer ON the marketplace.

Technology
-/~"/, if
I ~k

PHILOSOPHICAL CHASM PERSISTS in higher education between those who think uni
versities should own and commercially exploit patents and those who
think technology transfer has the potential to conflict with an insti
tution's academic mission.

Arranged marriages between universities and corporations, under
the stern eye of the federal government, do not unfold smoothly.

The fundamental goals of a university are to teach students, develop
new knowledge, and disseminate that knowledge. Corporations

exist to maximize profits and build value for shareholders. The
responsibility of the federal government is to promote the gen
eral welfare of the citizenry.

How, then, can a conscientious academic president or
trustee reconcile these seemingly conflicting goals with those
inherent in the process of technology transfer-the flow of

expertise, new products, and start-up companies from the cam-
pus to the marketplace?
To fulfill their responsibilities for balancing these interests on

their own campuses, trustees and chief executives need more than a
nodding acquaintance with scientific research, technology transfer,
patent law, private-sector commercialization, and conflicts of inter
est. Obviously, the challenges affect some institutions more than
others (see the sidebar on page 17).

Modern Patent Law. Technology transfer today is an integral part
of the missions of most major universities (lessso or not at all at small
liberal arts and rehgrous colleges). Traditionally, the process simply
meant the movement of technological innovations from the labora

tory 10 the marketplace; chiefly
• B Y M I C H A E L J. REM I N G TON. through patents, copyrights,
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and trademarks that researchers or their uni
versities license to, say, start-up companies.

During the past two decades,however, rev
olutionary advances in communications and
biotechnology have globalized information
flows, peer-ta-peer networks of ideas,
advances in diverse and interactive- fields of
scientific inquiry, and partnerships in increas
ingly complicated research. Consequently,
today's d"fil'lition of technology transfer also
incl'udes collaborative research, sponsored

14 • J'Ci9 • TRUSTtESHIP

research, and consor
tia creation. Technology

transfer even involves the
use of adjunct and clinical facul

ty, extension services, continuing
education, and the hiring of graduates

by private companies.
At the core of all technology transfer is

the centuries-old concept of the patent. As
stated in the U.S. Constitution, patents are
intended to "promote the Progress of Science
and useful Arts," to serve as an economic
incentive for the commercialization of inno
vations, and to benefit the public through the
disclosure of ideas.

A patent grant provides an inventor (or
patent owner) with means to collect returns
on a protected invention through the exercise
of exclusive rights for the life of the patent,
which today is 20 years from the date of fil
ing. Essentially, a patent confers the right to

exclude others from practicing the invention
claimed in the underlying patent document
itself. Patent protection is intended to encour
age investments necessary to generate a com
mercia] technology.

The rationale f()F Hmiting a patent's !Joun<f.
aries is understoodby the lJ.5. Supreme Court,

lllustrottcn by pol Turgeon
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I echnology transfer entails partnerships and
entrepreneurial risk-taking. The edge between

rightful action and wrongdoing
often is razor sharp.

which opined last May that "the monopoly is
a property right; and like any property right,
its boundaries should be clear. This clarity is
essential to promote progress, because it
enables efficient investment in innovation.
A patent holder should know what he owns,
and the public should know what he does
not." (Festo Corp. v. Shoketsu Kinzoku Kogyo
Kabushiki cs: Ltd.)

For this reason, the patent laws require
inventors to disclose their work in full and
exact terms. (The law does not, however,
require immediate disclosure, and prior to
moving through the system, many owners
protect unpublished research results by
nondisclosure agreements.) Public disclosure
is valuable not only to the inventor, who
relies on it to bring forth the invention, but
to the public, because it stimulates other
individuals, firms, or universities to learn
from the patent and to invent IIaround" it.
Moreover, after the patent term has expired,
the public reaps further benefits when the
pool of publicly available knowledge is
expanded and individuals adapt the inven
tion freely.

Patents are largely compatible with the
missions of the modern-day university. They
serve to protect the individual inventor and
ensure proper use of inventions} but like any
property (such as the student union or uni
versity heating plant) patents must be man
aged responsibly.

The Bayh-Dole Act. The national patent
law, like most laws, reflects societal changes.
The seminal Patent and Trademark Laws
Amendments of 1980 (with i.ts 19M amend
ments) is known by the names of its- chief
sponsors, Senators Birch lB-ayh (lD'-lml.) and

Robert Dole (R-Kan.).The act's purpose is to
promote patents in the utilization and com
mercial exploitation of inventions arising
under federally funded research by nonprof
its. By creating a uniform patent policy
among federal agencies that fund research,
Congress linked the federal government, uni
versities/ small businesses, and the corporate
world. More than any other factor, the Bayh
Dole Act influences universities' technology
transfer.

The act is balanced in its approach. On
one hand, universities may retain title to and
market the inventions they create using fed
eral research funds, and they may collect roy
alties on the inventions. On the other hand,
federal agencies are permitted to grant exclu
sive licenses for federally owned inventions
to provide increased incentives to businesses.

In the university context, rights to an
invention created in whole or in part with
federal funds cannot be assigned without the
permission of the government (except that
an assignment may be made to an entity,
such as a university foundation, that has as its
primary function the management of inven
tions). The act requires the sharing of royal
ties generated by the invention with the
inventor and the use of the balance of the
royalties, after expenses, for support of educa
tional or research activities.

In all cases, the federal government retains
a royalty-free, nonexclusive license to work
with the invention for governmental purpos
es and reserves so-called "march in" rights if a
contractor (a university or small business) has
not taken "effective steps to achieve practical
application of the invention" or if theinven
tion is "necessary to alleviate health or safety
needs which are not reasonably satisfied" by
the contractor or licensee. (To date, the fed
eral government has never exercised "march
in" rights.) The act also provides protections
against disclosure by federal agencies of con
fidential information pertaining to an inven
tion whJ-le a unrversity (or other contractor) is
pursuing a patent.

The benefits of Bayh-Dole are far reaching.
Umversttres annually receive billions of dol
lars in federal funds. Federal agencies also
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provide research and development funding
to nonprofits other than universities (research
hospitals, independent laboratories, and
other research-specificinstitutes) that are man
aged by universities. Before Bayh-Dole, uni
versities were filing fewer than 250 patents a
year; in 2000, the figure was more than 6,300.

The increasing number of patents granted
to universities generally fall into key technol
ogy areas and involve life-saving advances.
"These patents," says Carl Gulbrandsen,
managing director of the Wisconsin Alumni
Research Foundation, "since they arise pn
manly from the results of basic research, can
often afford the basis for whole new products
or even industries, as in, for example, the
biotechnology industry."

The certainty of intellectual property title
in universities has promoted a closer rela
tionship with the private sector under Bayh
Dole. At the same time, the act protects
academic freedom to conduct research and
reinforces the mission of the' academic com
munity to discover and transmit knowledge
to the betterment of the public. A university
is free not to patent new knowledge that is
patentable, and a patent can operate to put
an invention in the hands of the public that
paid for its development.

The act, nonetheless, has detractors. "The
taxpayers pay to invent a promising drug,
then give a monopoly to one company," says
prescription drug-price activist James Love,
director of the Ralph Nader-affiliated Con
sumer Project on Technology. "And the com
pany's role? To agree to sell it back to us."

Over the past two decades, proposals have
been floated in Congress to require that the
prices charged for technical advances devel
oped with federal funds be reasonable.
Columnist Ellen Goodman has written that
encouraging faculty members to combine
"science and business, nonprofit and profit,"
is mixing "altruism and chumphood." She
speculates that Dr. Jonas Salk might have
been considered a chump for giving away his
work on the polio vaccine.

Congressional oversight of patent law
effectiveness is necessary J'ust this year, Con
gress deb-ated whether state universisies
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should be allowed to bring lawsuits for mon
etary damages in federal court to enforce
their patent rights and whether patent
administrative formalities for prescription
drugs should be tightened to the detriment
of the universities and pharmaceutical com
panies with which they collaborate.

Current Challenges. Presidents, faculty,
and the news media frequently inquire
about the benefits and downsides of the
increasingly close ties between academe and
private industry. Not everyone understands
the issue. For example, a strategic alliance
between the University of California at
Berkeley and a Swiss pharmaceutical com
pany was pilloried in the press as the "cor
poratization of the university" without
concrete evidence that academic research
had been compromised. When perception
becomes reality, universities must react.

To replicate success and fulfill their
responsibilities for protecting the public trust
regarding technology transfer, boards and
chief executives must take affirmative steps
to understand scientific research, economic
incentives for faculty members, the private
sector mindset, and ethical constraints. That
means addressing ten challenges:

1. Intellectual-property Jaw is complex; it
is a specialty within the practice of law with
subspecialties: patents, copyrights, trademarks,
privacy and publicity, and elements of state
law (including trade secrets and misappropri
ation). The obtaining of a patent, and invent
ing around someone else's patent, require a
patent lawyer and technical experts knowl
edgeable in the pertinent scientific field. Uni
versities must determine the size of in-house
legal staffs, decide whether to retain outside
counsel, and coordinate legal activities.

2. If intellectual property is created as a
result of federal funding, regulations make the
university (rather than the department or
school) or its affiliated foundation the respon
sible entity for administering the property.
Because the utility of patents varies among
industIi:al sectors-i-they are more important
in the pharmaceutical and chemical indus
tries thaJil' in semiconductors and aerospace,



for example-different university depart
ments (even within the sciences) may have
differing views. Universities must apply stan
dardized compliance rules across all federally
funded activities.

3. Adding technology transfer and intel
lectual property issues to the modern uni
versity's menu does not necessarily mean
they become the main course. Internal gov
ernance structures, such as departmental
committees and academic standards boards,
should not be upstaged. Universities must
adhere to the commitments they make to
the public and its representatives.

4. Faculty participation in private-sector
affairs, through the creation of start-up com
panies for which a professor may serve as
chief executive officer, can compromise the
academic mission or create conflicts of inter
est. Potential and actual conflicts must be
confronted through the application of clear
standards, which must be applied with great
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sensitivity so that star faculty members do
not take their inventions out the back door to
be commercialized without benefit to the
university. Even in ideal circumstances, the
best faculty members increasingly are being
recruited to the private sector, and universi
ties are struggling to retain them.

5. Many universities have pursued tech
nology transfer by establishing affiliated
foundations, licensing offices, and trustee
committees on research. Money and manage
ment often are key factors. To reap economic
returns, universities must invest money in
infrastructure and qualified personnel, and
this money must be properly managed.

6. The administration of federal technolo
gy-transfer law is decentralized, and universi
ty personnel must recognize that each agency
that awards R&Dfunds is required to ensure
that grant recipients comply with the law.
The self-regulatory aspects of Bayh-Dole must
be understood and respected.
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7. Technology transfer entails partnerships
with the private sector and entrepreneurial
risk-taking in a very competitive environment.
The edge between rightful action and wrong
doing often is razor sharp. Universities must
be prepared to take the offensive to enforce
rights through litigation and to mount a
staunch defense if they are sued.

8. The desire to maximize financial returns
and customer satisfaction, a high priority for
corporations and their shareholders, may
interfere with academic freedom and the core
university mission of educating. The board
should monitor developments that potential
ly could conflict with the institution's acade
mic mission (or assign a monitoring role to a
responsible party) to avoid interference that
harms the public trust.

9. The responsibility for amending feder
allaws rests with Congress. State-funded uni
versities must undergo the scrutiny of state
legislatures. Boards-through their institu
tion's state and federal government-relations
slaffs-shOl.ld monilor legislative changes
and stimulate cooperation with policymak
ers. Technolcgy-transter managers may need
to enter the pohcy fray in serious situations.

18 • A:i5 . TRUSTEESHIP

10. Trustees and chief executives must
pay attention to long-term scientific, legal,
and economic trends; exercise institutional
oversight of the division of financial spoils;
act to retain key faculty; satisfy local, state,
and federal officials: and promote the insti
tution's general interests.

The Ideal Habitat. Science matters, but it
does not just happen. Any scientific endeav
or must be incubated, nourished, and men
tared. Though the university environment is
an ideal habitat, the reality is that scientific
research requires infusions of substantial
cash, and the academic community coexists
in the same environment as federal, state,
and local officials and the private sector.

Cultural disparities between these players
are significant but need not be adversarial. It
should be possible to reconcile the twin goals
of developing the intellectual commons as a
public good and protecting property rights. A
constructive tension contributes to the suc
cess of many technology-transfer programs.

Academic laurels-grades, grants, degrees,
or scholarships-are temporal. So too are
inventions, licenses, and investments. In a
constantly changing society,trustees and chief
executives must ask questions and insist upon
answers with an eye on harnessing changes
that occur both outside and within the acade
mic community. Likejudges, they must weigh
conflicting, educational, societal, political,
economic, and technological interests.

An informed approach to technology
transfer strengthens the university's research
and educational mission and enhances its
prestige-something all trustees desire.
Ultimately, the fire of their diligence will
ignite the fuse of the academic genius. If the
pitfalls are avoided, the payoffs can be
impressive.

Michael f. Remington is an attorney with
Drinker Biddle & Reath, LLp, in Washington,
Ir.C. He is the former long-time counsel to the
House subcommittee on courts and intellectual
property. Among his clients are the Wisconsin
Alumni Research Foundation and the Amen
can Council on Educati-On.
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The Bush administration Feb. 3 disclosed its 2004 budget for the Patent and
Trademark Office and the following day did the same for a proposed fee bill designed
to implement and fund features of the PTO's 21st Century Strategic Plan.

Budget Proposal

The PTO's 2004 budqet proposal includes increased funding of the agency to the
tune of $1.404 billion and less diversion of PTO fee revenue to other government
programs.

According to the PTO, the proposal represents a five percent increase over the FY
2003 budqet request, and would be supported by revenues generated by proposed
fee increases. In addition, the agency reports that the proposal would divert
approximately 50 percent less in fee revenues to other government programs than
would the 2003 budget.

The 2004 budget and fee package is designed to finance the second year of the
PTO's 21st Century Strategic Plan, which includes the following initiatives:

• End-to-end electronic processing of patents;

• New hiring of 750 "highly qualified" patent examiners;

• Initiating competitive sourcing of patent searches;

• Certifying knowledge, skills and abilities of examiners and managers;

• Improving training and in-process reviews, starting pre-employment testing;

• Offering additional competitive compensation packages for patent examiners; and

• Beginning the move to consolidated space in Alexandria, Va.

Fee Bill

The PTO Feb. 4 unveiled its long-awaited fee bill, which imposes heavy increases on
patent applications with many pages and many claims. Offered as a necessary

21712003 6:29PM
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ingredient of the Bush administration's 2004 funding proposal, the fee bill is designed
to align the expense of prosecuting a patent application with the costs to the agency
and to fund the improvements of the agency's 21st Century Strategic Plan.

The new fee structure reflects the intention to distinguish filing, searching, and
examining, applying a separate fee to each activity. Thus, the current $750 basic
application fee would be replaced with a $300 filing fee, a $500 search fee, and a
$200 examination fee.

For any application with a specification and drawings that exceeds 100 sheets of
paper, a fee of $250 is imposed for each additional 50 sheets of paper. For any
application with more than three independent claims, a fee of $200 is imposed for
each claim after the third. For any application with more than 20 claims of any type, a
fee of $50 is imposed for each claim after the twentieth. The proposal also states the
following: "The Director may, by regulation, provide for a refund of any part of the fee
specified in this paragraph for any claim that is canceled before an examination on
the merits ... has been made of the application under section 131 of this tille."

Revised Strategic Plan

Together with these funding announcements, the PTO also posted on its Web site a
revised version of its 21st Century Strategic Plan.

The plan was initially unveiled last June (64 PTCJ 125, 6/7102), and was subjected to
criticism by the IP bar associations the following month at a hearing before the
House Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet, and Intellectual Property (64 PTCJ
296, 7/26/02). The bar groups again detailed their complaints to the PTO last
October (65 PTCJ 7, 11/1/02) and entered into negotiations with' the agency to
resolve their concerns.

In the end, those concerns were addressed and the bar groups registered their
approval in a letter addressed to Office of Management and BUdget Director Mitchell
E. Daniels (65 PTCJ 97, 11/29/02). The following revisions of the plan are included
on the PTO's Web site:

• An administrative alternative to deferred examination.

• The PTO will contract with private sector commercial search organizations rather
than require applicants to commission search reports.

• The requirement for mandatory Information Disclosure Statements is withdrawn,
and the PTO will continue to rely on voluntary submissions.

• The plan's concepts will be tested and evaluated, especially the proposed
outsourcing, quality enhancements, and "e-government."

• Pendency of 18 months until first Office action and pendency of 27 months until
issue will be achieved by 2008; the goal of 18-month pendency until issue will require
a decade.

The PTO fee proposal has also been modified. The proposal to increase fees for
applications with excessive claims and pages now provides for a "linear increase"
rather than an increase that multiplies with each increase of claims or pages. Among
the items eliminated from the original plan are: (1) surcharges on filing continuations
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and on patentably indistinct claims; (2) a separate fee to trigger examination; and (3)
authority to reduce examination fees for "micro-entities."

Lingering Qualms

Despite the IP bar's general endorsement of the PTO's budget and operations plan, it
still has some reservations about the fee increase and the prospect that those
revenues could be diverted to other government programs. The administration would
like the bar associations to endorse the fee increases as a necessary step to making
improvements in PTO operations, but they recognize that the trump card on diversion
is still in the hands of Congress.

The complaints about diversion made to the oversight committees on Capitol Hill
have been like singing to the choir, but there is still no sympathetic refrain from the
appropriators.

The proposed fee legislation appears in the text section of this issue.

imJ The revised 21st Century Strategic Plan is available at
http://www.uspto.govlweb/offices/comlstrat21/index.htm<{jJ-

Copyright © 2003 by The Bureau ofNationa! Affairs, Inc., Washington D.C.
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Principles for the conduct of clinical research are set forth in inter

nationally recognized documents, such as the Declaration of

Helsinki and the Guideline for Good Clinical Practice of the

(benefits and risks) of the productls) tested may not be fully

known without study in humans. In sponsoring and conducting

clinical research, PhRMA members place great importance on

respecting and protecting the safety of research participants.

The development of new therapies to treat disease and improve

quality of life is a long and complex process.A critical part of that

process is clinicalresearch, the study of a pharmaceutical product

in humans (research participants). Clinical research involves both

potential benefits and risks to the participants and to society at

large. Investigational clinicalresearch is conducted to answer spe

cific questions, and some aspects of the therapeutic profile

,2,

International Conference on Harmonization. The principles of

these and similar reference standards are translated into legal

T
he Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of

America (PhRMA) represents research-based pharma

ceutical and biotechnology companies. Our members

discover, develop, manufacture and market new medicines and vac

cines to enable patients to livelonger and healthier lives.

---------~-...,_-...,_...,____c,._,- ---_------------_----------------------



requirements through laws and regulations enforced by national

authorities such as the u.s. Food and Drug Administration.

PhRMA members have always been committed, and remain com

mitted. to sponsoring clinical research that fully complies with all

legaland regulatory requirements.

Many different entities and individuals contribute to the safe and

appropriate conduct of clinical research, including not only spon

soring companies but also regulatory agencies; investigative site

staff and medical professionals who serve as clinical investigators;

hospitals and other institutions where research is conducted; and

institutional review boards and ethics committees (IRBs/ECs),

PhRMAadopts these voluntary principles to clarify our members'

relationships with other individuals and entities involved in the

clinical research process and to set forth the principles we follow.

The key issues addressed here are;

• Protecting Research Participants

• Conduct of ClinicalTrials

• Ensuring Objectivity in Research

• Disclosure of ClinicalTrial Results

·3·

These principles reinforce our commitment to the safety of

research participants, and they provide guidance to address issues

that bear On this commitment in the context of clinical trials that

enroll research participants and are designed, conducted and spon

sored by member companies.

·4,
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W
e conduct clinical research in a manner that recog

nizes the importance of protecting the safety of and

respecting research participants. Our interactions

with research participants, as well as with clinical investigators and

the other persons and entities involved in clinicalresearch, recognize

this fundamental principle and reinforce the precautions established

to protect research participants.

·6·



W
· e conduct clinical trials in accordance with applica-

• ble laws and regulations, as well as locally

recognized good clinical practice, wherever in the

world clinical trials are undertaken. When conducting multi

national, multi-site trials, in both the industrialized and developing

world we followstandards based on the Guidelinefor Good Clinical

Practice of the International Conference on Harmonization.

a. Clinical Trial Design. Sponsors conduct clinical trials

based on scientifically designed protocols, which balance poten

tial risk to the research participant with the possible benefit to

the participant and to society. Scientific, ethical and clinical

judgments must guide and support the design of the clinical

trial, particularly those aspects directly affecting the research

participants such as inclusion/exclusion criteria, endpoints, and

choice of control, including active and!or placebo comparator.

b. Selection of Investigators. Investigators are selected

based on qualifications, training, research or clinical expertise

in relevant fields, the potential to recruit research participants

and ability to conduct clinical trials in accordance with good

clinicalpractices and applicable legal requirements.

.g,



c. Training of Investigators. Investigators and their staff

are trained on the clinical trial protocol.pharmaceutical product,

and procedural issuesassociatedwith the conduct of the particu

lar clinical trial.

d. IRB/EC Review. Prior to commencement, each clinical

trial is reviewed by an IRB/EC that has independent decision

making authority, and has the responsibility and authority to

protect research participants.

~ The IRB/EC has the right to disapprove, requirechanges, or

approvethe clinical trial beforeany participants are enrolled

at the institution or investigative site for which it has

responsibility.

~ The IRB/EC is provided relevant information from prior

studies, the clinical trial protocol. and any materials

developed to inform potential participants about the

proposed research.

e. Informed Consent. We require that clinicalinvestigators

obtain and document h"formed consent, freely given without

coercion, from allpotential research participants.

·9·

~ Potential research participants are to be adequately

informed about potential benefits and risks, alternative

procedures or treatments, nature and duration of the

clinical trial, and provided the opportunity to ask ques

tions about the study and receive answers from a

qualified health care professional.

~ Clinical investigators are encouraged to disclose to

potential research participants during the informed con

sent process that the investigator and!or the institution

is receiving payment for the conduct of the clinical trial.

~ In those cases where research participants-for rea

sons such as age, illness. or injury-are incapable of

giving their consent, the informed consent of a legally

acceptable representative is required.

~ Because participation in a clinical trial is voluntary, all

research participants have the right to withdraw from con

tinued participation in the clinical trial. at any time,

without penalty or loss of benefits to which they are other

wise entitled

·10·



f. Clinical Trial Monitoring. Trials are monitored using

appropriately trained and qualified individuals. The sponsor will

have procedures for these individuals to report on the progress

of the trial including possible scientific misconduct.

• These individuals verify compliance with good clinical

practices, including (but not limited to) adherence to the

clinical trial protocol, enrollment of appropriate research

participants, and the accuracy and complete reporting of

clinical trialdata.

• If a sponsor learns that a clinical investigator is signifi

cantly deficient in any area, it will either work with the

investigator to obtain complianceor discontinue the inves

tigator'sparticipation in the study, and notify the relevant

authorities as required

g. Ongoing Safety Monitoring. All safety issues are

tracked and monitored in order to understand the safety pro

file of the product under study. Significant new safety

information willbe shared promptly with the clinicalinvestiga

tors and any Data and Safety Monitoring Board or Committee

(DSMB). and reported to regulatory authorities in accordance

with applicable law.

·11·

h. Privacy and Confidentiality of Medical

Information. Sponsors respect the privacy rights of

research participants and safeguard the confidentiality of their

medical information in accordance with all applicable laws and

regulations.

l, Quality Assurance. Procedures are followed to ensure

that trials are conducted in accordance with good clinicalprac

tices and that data are generated, documented and reported

accurately and in compliance with allapplicable requirements.

j. Clinical Trials Conducted in the Developing

World. When conducting clinical trials in the developing

world sponsors collaborate with investigators and seek to col

laborate with other relevant parties such as local health

authorities and host governments to address issues associated

with the conduct of the proposed study and its follow-up.

.12-



W
e respect the independence of the individuals and

". entities involved in the clinical research process, so

that they can exercise their judgment for the pur

pose of protecting research participants and to ensure an objective

and balanced interpretation of trial results. Our contracts and

interactions with them will not interfere with this independence,

a. Independent Review and Safety Monitoring.

In certain studies, generally large, randomized, multi-site stud

ies that evaluate interventions intended to prolong life or

reduce risk of a major adverse health outcome, the patients,

investigators and the sponsor may each be blinded to the treat

ment each participant receives to avoid the introduction of bias

into the study. In such cases, monitoring of interim study

results and of new information from external sources by a

DSMB may be appropriate to protect the welfare of the

research participants. If a DSMB is established, its members

should have varied expertise, including relevant fields of medi

cine, statistics, and bioethics. Sponsors help establish, and also

respect, the independence of DSMBs.

• Clinical investigators participating in a clinical trial of a

pharmaceutical product should not serve on a DSMB

·14·



that is monitoring that trial. It is also not appropriate for

such an investigator to serve on DSMBs monitoring

other trials with the same product if knowledge accessed

through the DSMB membership may influence his or

her objectivity.

• A voting member of a DSMB should not have significant

financial interests or other conflicts of interest that

would preclude objective determinations. Employees of

the sponsor may not serve as members of the DSMB, but

may otherwise assist the DSMBin its evaluation of clin

ical trial data.

b. Payment to Research Participants. Research par

ticipants provide a valuable service to society. They take time

out of their daily lives and sometimes incur expenses associat

ed with their participation in clinicaltrials. When payments are.

made to research participants:

• Any proposed payment should be reviewed and

approved by an independent IRB/EC.

• Payments should be based on research participants' time

and/or reimbursement for reasonable expenses incurred

·15,

during their participation in a clinicaltrial, such as park

ing, travel, and lodging expenses.

• The nature and amount of compensation or any other

benefit should be consistent with the principle of volun

tary informed consent.

c. Payment to Clinical Investigators. Payment to

clinical investigators or their institutions should be reasonable

and based on work performed by the investigator and the

investigator's staff, not on any other considerations.

• A written contract or budgetary agreement should be in

place,specifying the nature of the research services to be

provided and the basis for payment for those services.

• Payments or compensation of any sort should not be

tied to the outcome of clinicaltrials.

• Clinical investigators or their immediate family should

not have a direct ownership interest in the specific phar

maceutical product being studied.

,16,



• Clinical investigators and institutions should not be

compensated in company stock or stock options for

work performed on individual clinicaltrials.

• When enrollment is particularly challenging, reasonable

additional payments may be made to compensate the

clinical investigator or institution for time and effort

spent on extra recruiting efforts to enroll appropriate

research participants.

• When clinical investigators and their staff are required

to travel to meetings in conjunction with a clinical trial,

they may be compensated for their time and offered

reimbursement for reasonable travel, lodging, and meal

expenses.The venue and circumstances should be appro

priate for the purpose of the meeting

,17-
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A
'vailability of clinical trial results in a timely manner is

often critical to communicate important new informa

tion to the medical profession, patients and the public.

We design and conduct clinical trials in an ethical and scientifically

rigorous manner to determine the benefits, risks, and value of

pharmaceutical products, As sponsors, we are responsible for

receipt and verification of data from all research sites for the stud

ies we conduct: we ensure the accuracy and integrity of the entire

study database, which is owned by the sponsor.

a. Communication of Study Results. Clinical trials

may involve already marketed products and!or investigational

products. We commit to timely communication of meaningful

results of controlled clinical trials of marketed products or inves

tigational products that are approved for marketing, regardlessof

outcome. Communication includes publication of a paper in a

peer-reviewedmedical journal, abstract submission with a poster

or oralpresentation at a scientificmeeting, or making results pub

licby some other means.

~ Some studies that sponsors conduct are of an explorato

ry nature (early-phase or post-marketing). These are

often highly proprietary to the sponsoring company,

·20·
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and due to their limited statistical power. serve primari

ly to generate hypotheses for possible future trials.

Sponsors do not commit to publish the results of every

exploratory study performed, or to make the designs of

clinical trial protocols available publicly at inception, as

in a clinical trials registry. If the information from an

exploratory study is felt to be of significant medical

importance. sponsors should work with the investiga

tors to submit the data for publication.

• Inallcases, the study results should be reported in an objec

tive, accurate, balanced and complete manner, with a

discussionof the strengths and limitations of the study.

b. Authorship. Consistent with the International Committee

of Medical Journal Editors and major journal guidelines for

authorship, anyone who provides substantial contributions into

the conception or design of a study. or data acquisition, or data

analysis and interpretation; and writing or revising of the manu

script;and has final approval of the version to be published should

receive appropriate recognition as an author or contributor when

the manuscript is published Conversely. individuals who do not

contribute in thismanner do not warrant authorship.

·21·
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• Companies sometimes employ staff to help analyze and

interpret data, and to produce manuscripts and presen

tations. Such personnel must act in conjunction with the

investigator-author. Their contributions should be rec

ognized appropriately in resulting publications-either

as a named author, a contributor, or in acknowledg

ments depending on their level of contribution.

• Allauthors whether from within a sponsoring company or

external, will be given the relevant statistical tables,figures,

and reports needed to support the planned publication.

c. Related Publications. For a multi-site clinical trial,

analyses based on single-site data usually have significant sta

tistical limitations. and frequently do not provide meaningful

information for health care professionals or patients and there

fore may not be supported by sponsors. Such reports should not

precede and should alwaysreference the primary presentation or

paper of the entire study.

d. Investigator Access to Data and Review of

Results. As owners of the study database, sponsors have

discretion to determine who will have access to the database.

Generally, study databases are only made available to regulato-

·22·
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ry authorities. Individual investigators in multi-site clinical

trials willhave their own research participants' data, and willbe

provided the randomization code after conclusion of the trial.

Sponsors will make a summary of the study results available to

the investigators. In addition any investigator who participated in

the conduct of a multi-site clinical trialwillbe able to review rele-

vant statistical tables, figures, and reports for the entire study at

the sponsor's facilities, or other mutually agreeablelocation.

e. Research Participant Communication. Investigators

are encouraged to communicate a summary of the trial results,

as appropriate, to their research participants after conclusion of

the trial,

f. Sponsor Review. Sponsors have the right to review any

manuscripts, presentations, or abstracts that originate from our

studies or that utilize our data before they are submitted for

publication or other means of communication, Sponsors com

mit to respond in a timely manner, and not suppress or veto

publications or other appropriate means of communication (in

rare casesit may be necessary to delaypublication and!or commu

nication for a short time to protect intellectual property), Where

,23,
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differences of opinion or interpretation of data exist, the parties

should try to resolvethem through appropriate scientific debate.

g. Provision of Clinical Trial Protocol for Journal

Review. If requested by a medical journal when reviewing a

submitted manuscript for publication, the clinical trial spon

sor will provide a synopsis of the clinical trial protocol and!or

pre-specified plan for data analysis with the understanding

that such documents are confidential and should be returned

to the sponsor.

This document is effective from October 1, 2002.

·24·



U
nder these principles, maya clinical investigator

who O1Nns stock in Company A be employed to

conduct a clinical trial sponsored by Company A?

Yes. Ownership of stock in the sponsoring company does not dis

qualify the investigator from participating in clinical research for

the company. However, sponsors may not compensate investiga-

tors with stock or stock options for work performed on individual

clinical trials. Under the laws and regulations of some countries,

stock ownership by investigators may need to be disclosed to regu

latory authorities,

,26,



A physician has discovered a potential product. The physi

cian licensesthe compound to Company Bfor a royalty pay

ment for any future sales. Can the physician be a clinical

investigator of that compound for Company B?

No. Directownership interests in a product (suchas patent rights or

rights to royalty payments) present an inherent conflict of interest,

which couldintroduce bias into the conduct of the clinical trial

Companies that acquire rights to products which have arrange

ments that are in conflict with the above should take reasonable

steps to modify the relationship.

,27,

Company C has just completed a controlled clinical trial

evaluating the efficacy and safety of an investigational

product versus placebo. The trial provides no informa

tion other than the relative merits of the investigational

product versus placebo. Does Company C have a commit

ment to communicate the results of this trial?

Perhaps. If the product is ultimately approved for marketing. the

results are likely meaningful because they provide information

about the safety and efficacy of the marketed product. and should

be communicated. The proprietary nature of the trial may be con

sidered when assessing the timing of communication.

If the product never reaches the market and the results are only

informative with regard to the specific product being studied, the

results are likely not of significant medical importance and need

not be communicated.

However, if the results are thought to be of significant medical

importance. the sponsor should work with the investigators to

communicate the results of the trial.

·28,



Company D has completed an exploratory, controlled

trial of a product involvinga noveland highly proprietary

study design. Should Company D communicate the

results of this trial?

Perhaps. Exploratory trials rarely provide information of signifi

cant medical importance. However, if they do. the sponsor should

work with the investigators to communicate the results of the trial.

·29·
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International Affairs.

- "No fee" mail related to trademarks.
- Reissue applications for patents involved in

litigation and subsequently filed related
papers.
All mail for the Office of the Solicitor,
except communications relating to p~nding

litigation. Mail relating to pending
litigation must be addressed to Office of the
Solicitor, P.O. Box 15667, Arlington, VA 22215.

- Coupon orders for U.S. patent and trademark
.copi~s.

- Orders for certified copies of PTO documents
except trademark registrations.

- Electronic Ordering Service (EOS).
- Contributions to the Examiner Education Program.
- Mail for the Advisory Commission on Patent Law

Reform.
- Mail for the Office of Finance from deposit

account holders who wish to deposit
replenishment checks to their PTO accounts.

- Mail for the Office of Finance from vendors for
payment of invoices.

- Expedited procedure for processing amendments
and Other responses after final rejection.

- All assignment documents except those filed with
new applications.
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GENERAL

INQUIRY CONTACT POINT

Address Bozes, PTO special (Continued)

Box DD

Box SN

Box ITO

Box M Fee

Box Non-Fee
Amendment

Box OED
Box Pat. Ext.
Box PeT

Box Recon
struction

BoX Reexam

BoX Sequence

Box No./Name Specified Purpose

Box DAC - Petitions to revive, petitions to accept late
payment of fees, petitions to defer issue, and
petitions to withdraw an application from issue.
Disclosure Documents or materials related to the
Disclosure Document Program.
Requests for File Wrapper Continuation
Applications (under 37 CFR 1.62).
Communications relatinq to interferences and
applications and patents involved in
interference.
All communications followinq the receipt of a
PTOL-85, "Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due,"
and prior to the issuance of a patent should be
addressed to Box Issue Fee, unless advised to the
contr,ry. Rule 312 amendments should be mailed to
Box Issue Fee also. Assiqnments must be submitted
in a separate envelope and not sent to Box Issue
Fee.
All intent-to-use documents except initial
applications and amendments to alleqe use.
Correspondence related to a patent that is
subject to the payment of a maintenance fee.
Non-fee amendments to patent applications.
(Use Box AF for responses after final rejection.)
Mail for the Office of Enrollment and Discipline.
Applications for patent term extension.
Mail related to applications filed under the
Patent Cooperation Treaty (PeT).
Correspondence pertaininq to the reconstruction
of lost patent files.
Requests for Reexamination for original request
papers ~.
Submission of diskette for biotechnical
applications.
For fees and petitions under 37 CFR 1.182 to
obtain dates received and/or serial numbers
for patent applications prior to PTe's standard
notifications (return postcard or the official
"Filinq Receipt," "Notice to File Missinq
Parts," or "Notice of Incomplete
Application").
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INOUIRY

Assignment Search Information

GENERAL

CONTACT POINT

Patent 308-2768
Trademark 308-9855

Attorney's Roster •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-9617

Automated Search systems Training for PUblic

Public User Training Branch •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-3924
'Patent Search Room - II .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 308-0595
Trademark Search Library ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-9800

cashier's Windows (Office of Finance)

Patent Search Room "................................................... 308 -0649
Trademark Search Library 308.-9810

civil Rigllts, Of~ic. of •••••••••••••••••• '. • • • • •• • • • • • • • •• 305-8292

Telecommunications Device for the Deaf (TOD) ••••••••••• 305-8059

congressional Liaison •••._ •••••••••••••• 0 .•••••••• -. 0 .••••••• 305-9310

copier MachiDe Access system cards

Cashier's Office (Patent Search Room) •••••••••••••••••• 308-0649
Encoder's Office (Patent Search Room) •••••••••••••••••• 308-0077
Cashier's Office (Trademark Search Library) •••••••••••• 308-9810
Encoder's Office (Trademark Search Library) •••••••••••• 308-9809

Coupon Orders (Patent and Trademark Copy Sales) •••••••••• 308-0904

Deposit Accounts

Balance Inquiry (Requires Touch-Tone Telephone) ••• 305-8735/8746
General Information •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-0902
Remittances •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-0902

Address Only peposit Account Remittances to:

Patent and Trademark Office
P.O. Box 70541
Chicago, IL 60673

OR

commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Box 16
Washington, DC 20231
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GENERAL
I--
I

CONTACT POINTINQUIRY

Disabled, Requests for Reasonable Accommodation for ...... 305-8292

Employe. Locator ••••••••••••..•.•...•..•.••••••.••••....• 308-4455

Employment (General Information) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 305-8231

Telecommunications Device. for the Deaf (TOO) ••••••••••• 305-8586

Fees

Fee Rates .••.•••••••••••••.•....•••••••••••••••••• 308-HELP/4357
Fee Receipts •••••••.••••.•.•.••••.•••••••••••••••.••••• 308-0904
General Information ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-HELP/4357
Refunds ••••••••.•••••••••.•••••••••• •.• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • •. 305-4229

File Information unit ••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••.•.•••••• 308-2733

Porma, Pa~eDt an4 ~a4emark ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-HELP/4357

Help with Service Problems (Unsuccessfully resolved
through normal channels) •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-HELP/4357

557-INFO/4636...................
Information, General

PTO's Automated INFOrmation Lines
(Requires Touch-Tone Telephone)

Journal of the Patent and Trademark Office Society (JPTOS)

Address questigns and correspondence to:

JPTOS
Box 2600
Arlington, VA ·22202

Library, PTO
.(See Scientific and Technical Information Center)

Official Gazette (Government Printing Office)

Distribution and/or Subscription Problems •••••••• (202) 512-2303

QfficialGa'.~t., Bo~ic•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 305-8594

Patents Available for Licensing or Sale •••••••••••••••• 308-0402

Patent and Trademark Depository Library Program (PTDLP) •• 308-3924

For a list of PTDLs and contact information, see
Official Gazette issues (Notices section).
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GENERAL

CQNTACT POINTINQUIRY

Procurement .............................................. 305-8014

Telecommunications Device for the Deaf (TDD) ••••••••••• 305-8018

Project XI. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 305-8292'

Telecommunications Device for the"Deaf (TDD) ••••••••••• 305-8059

Public Af'fairs ••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 305-8341

Address mail to:

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Box 4
Washington, DC 20231

PUblic Search ~acilities

Patents ••••••••••••• : •••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• 308-0595
(Hours: Weekdays, 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., EST/EDT)

Patent Assignments ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-2768
(Hours: Weekdays, 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., EST/EDT)

Trademarks ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• 308-9·800
(Hours: Weekdays, 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., EST/EDT)

Trademark Assignments •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-9855
(Hours: Weekdays, 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., EST/EDT)

PUblic Service Branch, PUblic Znformation services Division

For help with service problems unsuccessfully
resolved through normal channels •••••••••••••••• 308~HELP/4357

For general information on how to file for a
patent or trademark:

PTa's Automated Information Lines ••••••••••••• 557-INFO/4636
(Requires Touch-Tone Telephone)
Patents (Message 11)
Trademarks (Message 38)

Telecommunications Device for the Deaf (TOO) ••••••••••• 305-7785

PUblic service Windows

Patent Search Room ••••••0............................... 308-1057
Trademark Search Library ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-9811

PUblications, General Znformation ••••••••••••••••••• 557-INFO/4636

Reasonable Accommodation for the Disabled, Requests for •• 305-8292

scientific and Technical Information Center •••••••••••••• 308-0810
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INQUIRY

GENERAL

CONTACT POINT

SOlicitor ................................................ 305-9035

Address all mail for the Office of the Solicitor. EXCEPT
communications relating to PENDING LITIGATION. to:

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Box 8
Washington, DC 20231

Address all mail relating to PENDING LITIGATION to:

Office of the Solicitor
P.O. Box 15667
Arlington, VA 22215

status, Patent and Trademark

Patent Applications ••••••••••••••••• Appropriate Examining Group
(See page 11)

or 308-7004
Pat·ent.s ••••••.•••••.•.•••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• 308-7004
Trademark Applications ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 305-8748
~ademark Registered Files ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 305-8748

Telecommunication Devices for the Deaf (TOD).
Civil Rights ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 305-8059
Employment ••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3·05-8586
Procurement •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.••••••••• 3·0·5-80·18
Project ,XL ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• 305-8'059
Public Service ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 305-7785

workforce Effectiveness Division (Employee Training and
Career Development) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 305-8431
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INQUIRY

PATENTS

CONTACT POINI

Advance Orders of Patent Soft Copies, Non-Receipt •••••••• 305-8237

Jlmendlllents

·General Information ...•.•.•.••.....•.••...••.••.•• 30S-HELP/4357
Specific Pending Applications •••• ; •• Appropriate Examining Group

(See page 11)

Address Amendments after Final Rejection to:

commissioner ot Patents and Trademarks
Box AF
Washington, DC 20231

Address Rule 312 Al!!endments to:

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Box Issue Fee
Washington, DC 20231

Address Hon-Fee Amendments (except atter final rejection'
j;2:

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Box Non-Fee Amendment
Washington, DC 20231

Applications

Address new patent applications to:

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Box Patent Application
Washington, DC 20231

Examination ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Appropriate Examining Group
(See page 11)

General Information ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-BELP/4357
Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) - General Information •• 305-3257
Post-Examination ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·305-8283
Pre-Examination ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-HELP/4357

- . ._. __ .Re..Examination.... General ..Inf.ormation •.•.•.•••.••.•••.•.• L.30s..HEL1'!-4357 ...._.
Status Inquiry of Pending

Applications •••••••••••••••••••••• Appropriate Examining Group
(See page 11)

or 308-7004
Statutory Invention Registrations (SIRs) •• Group 220 308-0766
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PATENTS

INQUIRY CONTACT POINT

AssiqDllents

Changes Affecting Title of Pending Applications and
Patented Files .••••••••••••••.•..•••••.•••••••••...•. 308-9723

Information Concerning Pending Patent Assignments •••••• 308-9723
Recording Assignments •••••••.•.•.•.••••.•..••••••....•. 308-9723
Search Information ... -. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. 308-2768

A~torDeys, Conduct of ••.•••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.••• 308-9618

Attorneys/Agents Registered to Practice Before PTO ••••••• 308-9617

Attorney's Window
(See Public service Window)

308-0649........ ' .cashier's window, office of !'inance
(Patent Search Room)

CASSIS/CD-RON (Classification and Search Support Information
System/Compact Disc - Read Only Memory)

General Information •••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••.• 308-0322
Problem Resolution for Commercial SUbscribers •••••••• 308-0322
Subscrip~ions •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-0322

CD-ROX Products •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-0322
(Also see CASSIS/CD-ROM)

Certificates of Correction ............................... 305-8408

Chanq. of Address

Pending Patent Applications ••••••••• Appropriate Examining Group
(See page 11)

Issued Patents for Maintenance !'ee Notification •••••••• 308-9752

Classification Definitions, Changes
and Reclassification Orders (Sale of) •••••••••••••••••• 305-6101

Classification of Published Patents •••••••••••••••••••••• 305-5951

Compl.iD~8 (Services) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-BELP/4357
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INQUIRY

PATENTS

CONTACT POINT

copies

Abandoned File Histories
(Local Access for Public Copying) .•••••••••••••••••••• 308-2733

Abstracts of Title* •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-1200
Advance orders, Non-Receipt •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 305-8237

Applications As Filed* ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-9726
File Wrapper and Contents* ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-9726
certified Copies of Patent Documents Except

Assignments* ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-9726·
Certified Copies of Patent Assignment Documents* ••••••• 308-1200
Electronic ordering Service (EOS) •••••••••••••••••••••• 305-4350
Foreign Patents •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-1076
Patented File Histories

(Local Access for Public Copying) •••••••••••••••••••• 308-2733
U. S.. Patents ••••••••••••••• a .•••••••• e- ••••••••••••• _••• -.. 3.05-4350

* Address orders for certified copies of these
products to:

commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Box 10
Washington, DC 20231

Depository Libraries, Patent aDd Trademarit (P'l'DLs) ••••••• 308-3924

Disclaimers •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 305-8408

Disclosure Document

Drawing corrections

prograa ••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••

......................................
308-0995

305-8404

Duty of Disclosure Hatters ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 305-9384

Electronic xnformation Products
and Service., Office of~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-0322

Enrollment aDd Discipline (Requests for Applications) •••• 308-9618

Address mail to:

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks .
Box OED
Washington, DC 20231
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INQUIRY

Examining Groups

Chemical Examining Groups

PATENTS

CONTACT POINT

Group 1100 ·.... • •• • • ........·...... ........ ....... 308-0661
Group 1200 ·.... • • • • ·.....• • • • ·..... ........ ....... 308-1235
Group 1300 ·.... • • • • ·....... ·.............. ...... ... 308-0651
Group 1500 ·... ..·.. ·....... ............... ....... ... 308-2351
Group 1800 • ••••• • •• ·........ ......................... 308-0196

Electrical Examining Groups

Group 2100 ..•.••••...•••••••..•••••. s.a •••••••••••••••

Group 2200 .•.••• • -a ••••••••••••• -••••• :••••••••••••••••

Group 2300 •••••-••.•.••••••••••••..••••••••..•.•.•••.
Group 2400 •.••••••••••••••••....•••••••••..••••••••••.
Group 2500 ••••••••••• s- ••••••• -.- ••••••- •••••••••••• oS ••••

Group 2600 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.
Group 2900 -.- ••• 0_ -s e ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Mechanical E:J!:amining Groups

Group 31.00 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Group -3200 •••.••••••••••••••••••.•••.•••••••.•.•••••••••••
Group 3300 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• _••_••••••••••.
Group 3400 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• a ••••••••••• • . • • •

Group 3500 ••••• a a •••••••••••••••••••.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • •

Fees

308-1782
308-0766
305-9600
308-0771
308-0956
305-4700
305-3291

308-1113
308-1148
308-0858
308-0861
308-2168

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~ee Rates
Fee Receipts
General Information
Refunds

••••••••••.•••• e.••••••••.••••••••

308-HEJ;.P/4357
308-0904

308-HELP/4357
305-4229

File wrapper con~inua~ion Applica~ioJ1S

Address mail tQ:

.................... 308-1202

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Box FWC
Washington, DC. 20231

Files (File Information Unit)

Abandoned File Histories
Patented File Histories ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Pending Patent Applications

308-2733
308-2733
308-2733

Filing Receip~ Correc~ions ................................
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INOUIRY

Foreign Patents

PATENTS

CONTACT POINT

Copies ......•..•.....•••.............• '.....•......... . . 308-1076
Reference assistance

(Hours: Weekdays, 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., EST/EDT) •• 308-1076

Forms

Patents ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 30B-HELP/4357
PCT •••••..•••••.••••..0 •• ' ••••••••••••• '••••••••0 • • • • • • • • •• 308-4129

:Inspection of

:Interferences

Pa'tent Files ••..•.•••••••••••.•••••..•••...

.......................................... -0 ...

308-2733

557-4101

Address mail to:

commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Box Interference
Washington, DC 20231

:Inventors

Correction of Error in Joininq Inventors
Applications ••••••••••••••••• Appropriate Examiner or 305-9384
Patents ••••••••••••••••• Appropriate Group Art unit Supervisor

Deceased, Filinq Applications for •••••••••••••••••••••• 305-9384

:Issue Fee

Address mail to:

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Box Issue Fee
Washington, DC 20231

Balance of Issue Fee Transmittals •••••••••••••••••••••• 305-8283
Issue Fee Receipt, Incorrect ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 305-8283
Issue Fee Receipt, Non-Receipt ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 305-8283
Lapse Notices •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 305-8283

License (Request to file pate~t application abroad) •••••• 308-1722

Maintenance Fees ........... _0· . 308-9752

Address mail to:

commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Box M Fee
Washington, DC 20231
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INQUIRY

Maintenance Fees (Continued)

or

Fax to:

(703) 308-7331

Manual of classification

PATEN'fS

CONTACT POINT

General Information •••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••...•.•• 305-6101
Index 'to •.••.•.••••.•..•••..••••...•••..•.•.• e:.. • •.• • • • •• 305-6101

Manual, Sale of

Address inquiries to: .

superintendent of Documents
Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 783-3238

Subclass Listing, Sale of •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-0322

Manual of Patent £Xam~ning Procedure (KPEP) •••••••••••••• 305-9384

Manual, Sale of or Subscription to

Address inquiries for printed manual to:

Superintendent of Documents
Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 783-3238

Sale of or Subscription to MPEP on disc or CD-ROM •••••• 308-0322

Botic. of Allowanc•••••••••••••••••••• Appropriate Examining Group
(See page 11)

Botic. of Appeal

Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences •••••••••••••• 557-4101
( . . .

Court of Appeals for the Federal C1rcu1t (CAFC) •••••••• 305-9035

Official Searches •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-7004

patent and Trademark Depository LiJ:lrary Proqram (PTDLP) •• 308-3924
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PATENTS

INOUIRY CONTACT POINT

Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 305-3257

.......................

Address mail to:

commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Box PCT
Washington, DC 20231

Patent Documentation society (PDS) 305-7439

Pa~ent Grant, Bon-Receipt ••••••••••. ~ •••••••.•••••.•••••• 305-8203

Patent Index

Index Support ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••...••••••••• 305-5951
Use of Index ••••••••••••..•. •.• • . • • .•••••••...._ • • • • • • • •• 305-5951

Patent ~8rm ~eDsioD •••.••••••••.••••••.••••.•••••..••.. 305-9384

Patented Piles

Petitions

........................................... 308-2733

Abandonment, Withdrawal of
Examiner's Holdinq of ••••••••••••••••••• Appropriate Examininq

Group Director
(See paqe 11)

Access to Application Files ........... Office of Special Proqram
Examination 305-9384

Amendment
After Payment of Issue Fee •••••••••••••• Appropriate Examininq

Group Director
(See paqe 11)

Refusal to Enter an Amendment •• e.•••••••• Appropriate Examininq
Group Director

(See paqe 11)

Appeals

Reinstate, Appeal Dismissed by Group •••• Appropriate Examininq
Group Director

(See paqe 11)

Application
Acceptance of When

Filed by Other Than Inventor •••••• Office of Special Proqram
Examination 305-9384
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INOUIRY

Petitions (Continued)

PATENTS

CONTACT POINT

Assignments and Issuance of
Patents to Assignees •••••••••••• ~ ••••••••• Office of Petitions

305-9282

Attorney, Withdrawal of ••••••••••••••••••• Appropriate Examining
Group Director

(See page 11)

certificates of correction,
Refusal to Issue •••••••.••••••.••.•••••.•. Office of Petitions

305-9282

Concurrent Ex Parte and/or
Inter partes Proceedings ................ Appropriate Examining

Group Director
(See page 11)

Disclaimers •••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••• Office of Petitions
305-9282

Divisional Reissue •••••••• Office of Special Program Examination
305";9384

Examiner's Requirements or Holdings,
Review of ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Appropriate 'Examininq

Group Director
(See page 11)

Questions in Cases Before
the CAFe ••••.•.•••••••••••••••••••..•••.••. Solicitor 305-9035

Express Abandonment After
Issue Fee payment ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Office of Petitions

305-9282

Expunge Papers •••••••••••••••••••••••• Office of Special Program
Examination 305-9384

Extensions of Time

In Court Matters ..... -••.•••...•..•........• Solicitor 305-9035

During Pendency in Group •••••••••••••••• Appropriate Examining
Group Director

(See page 11)

During Pendency at Board of
Patent Appeals and
Interferences ••••••••••••••••••• Board of Patent Appeals and

Interferences 557-4101
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INOUIRY

Petitions (Continued)

PATENTS

CONTACT POINT

To Appeal to the CAFC or
Commence a Civil Action ••••••• ~ •••••••••• Solicitor 305-9035

Filing Date ••••••••••••••..•••••••.••• Office of Special Program
Examination 305-9384

Final Rejection, Premature •••••••••••••••• Appropriate Examining
Group Director

(See page 11) .

Interferences

Institute an Interference ............... Appropriate Examining
Group Director

(See page 11)

Access to Applications, Unopened
Preliminary Statements •••••••••• Board of Patent Appeals and

Interferences 557-4007

From Action by a Primary
Examiner or an Interlocutory

Action •••••••••••••••••••••••• Board of Patent Appeals and
Interferences 557-4007

Late Settlement Papers •••••••••• Board of Patent Appeals and
Interferences 557-4007

Priority Papers in Patent
Application ••••••••••••••••••• Board of Patent Appeals and

Interferences 557-4007

Reconsideration of Decision
on Motion ••••••••••••••••••••• Board of Patent AppealS and

Interferences 557-4007

Issuance, Defer ............................. Office of Petitions
305-9282

Late Payment
Issue Fee ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Office of Petitions

305-9282

Maintenance Fee : Office of Petitions
305-9282

License to File in Foreign Countries ••••••• Director, Group 2200
308-1721

Limited Recognition to Prosecute
Specified Application(s) •••••••••••••• Committee on Enrollment

308-9618
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PATENTS

INQUIRY

Petitions (Continued)

Make Special
Prospective ManUfacture,
Infringement ••••••••••••••..••...•••

CONTACT POINT

Office of Special Program
Examination 305-9384

Within Jurisdiction.
of Board of Patent Appeals
and Interferences ••••••••••••••• Board of Patent Appeals and

Interferences 557-4101

Applicant's Age or Health,
Environmental QUality Program,
Special Examining Procedure
(accelerated examination),·
Energy program, Recombinant DNA,
Superconductivity •••••••••••••••••••••

Priority Papers, -Return of .

Appropriate Examining
Group Director

(See page 11)

Appropriate Examining
Group Director

(Seepage 11)

Priority Papers, After Payment
of Issue Fee •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Office of Petitions

305-9282

Public Use Proceeding, •••••••••••••••• Office of Special Program
Examination 305-9384

Registration to Practice Before
the PTO .-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Enrollment and Discipline

308-9617

Rehearing, Reconsideration, or
Modification of Board Decision •••• Board of Patent Appeals and

Interferences 557-4101

Rejection, Premature Final •••••••••••••••• Appropriate Examining
Group Director

(See page 11)

Reopen Prosecution After Decision
by Board of Patent Appeals and
Interferences ••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••• Appropriate Examininq

Group Director
(See page 11)

Restriction Requirement .... - .
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INQUIRY

PATENTS

CONTACT POINT

petitions (Continued)

Revive an Abandoned Application ••••••••••••• Office of Petitions
305-9282

Statutory Invention Registration (SIR) ••••••••••••••• Group 2200
308-0766

Supervisory Authority of
Commissioner, Invoke in Matters
concerning the Office of Public Services
and Administration •••••••••••••••••••••••• Office of Petitions

305-9282

Supervisory Authority,of
commissioner, Invoke in Matters
Concerning the Patent
Examining Operation ••••••••••••••••••••••• Office of Petitions

305-9282

Suspension of Action,
Second or Subsequent .................... Appropriate Examining

Group Director
(See page 11) .

Suspension of Rules Relating to the
Examining of Patent Applications •••••••••• Office of Petitions

305-9282

Suspension of Rules in Patent Matters
Administered by the Office of Public
Services and Administration ••••••••••••••• Office of Petitions

305-9282

Withdraw from Issue ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Office of Petitions
305-9282

protest Against pending'patent Applications •••••••••••••• 305-9384

Public Service •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.••.• 308-HELP/4357

Telecommunication Device fo~ the Deaf (TOO) •••••••••••• 305-7785

Public Service Window (Patent Search Room) ••••••••••••••• 308-1057

Reconstruction of Piles •••.•••••••••.•••••••••••••••.•••• 308-9726

Record Room (Patented and Abandoned Files)
(See Files - File Information Unit)
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, INQUIRY

Reexaminations

Address mail to:

commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Box Reexam
Washington, DC 20231

CONTACT POINT

General Questions ••••••.•..••••••.•••.•••.•••.•........ 308-1202
Reexamination Examiners ••••••••••••• Appropriate Examining Group

(See page 11)
Reexamination Petitions ••••••••••••••• Office of Special Program

Examination 305-9384
Reexamination Pre-processinq ••••••••••••••..••••••••••• 308-1202

Refunds (See Fees)

Reissues

Divisional •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Office of Special Program
Examination 305-9384

Specific Applications, ••••••••••••••• Appropriate Examining Group
(See page 11)

Address reissue applicatigns for patents involved in
litigation and SUbsequently filed related papers to:

commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Box 7
Washington, DC 20231

Search Room, Pa.tent

Reference to Patents and Indices ••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-0595
(Hours: Weekdays, 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., EST/EDT)

se~ch ROOm, Patent Assi9Jllllents

(Hours: Weekdays, 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., EST/EDT) •••• 308-2768

secrecy Or4ers ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-1720

Simultaneous Issuance••••••••••••.••.•••••••••••••••••••• 305-8594

8~tu. of Patent•••••• : •.•••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••• 308-7004

statutory Invention Registrations (SIRs)

General Questions •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-0766
SIR Examiners ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• 308-0766
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INOUIRY

PATENTS

CONTACT POINT

Subclass Listinqs ........................................ 308-0322

Subscription Information

·MPEP on CD-ROM or Disc ••..••...•••••••..••.••.•..•..••. 308-0322
HPEP paper version ••...•...•••.••...•••.••.•••.•.• (202) 783-3238
Patent Copy Sales •••••.•.••••....••••••.••••..•..••..••. 305-4350

Technology Assessment and Forecast Proqram
Patent 8ta~istic8 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-0322

Terminal Disclaimers ••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.••.•••..•• 305-8408

Traininq for PUblic Users, Automated
Search systems (Public User Traininq Branch) ••••••••••• 308-3924
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TRADEMARXS

INOUIRY

Affidavits

Of Use (Section 8) ..•...••••.••.•...•.•..

Of Incontestability (Section 15) •••••••••

Correction to Registration •••••••••••••••
(Section 7)

Amendments

CONTACT POINT

Post-Registration ~eam

308-9500
Post-Registration Team

308-9500
Post-Registration Team

308-9500

After Publication or Allowance ••••••••••••• Quality Review Clerk
308-9400

. (Ext. 23)
After Registration ••••••••••••••••••••••• Post-Registration Team

308-9500
General Information ••••••••••••••••••••••• Public Service Branch

308-HELP/4357
Specific Pending Application ••••••••••••• Appropriate Law Office

(See page 24)

Appeals

Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (TTAB)
Final Refusal by Examining Attorney •••••••••••••••••• 308-9300

Applications

Address new trademark applications to:

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Box Trademark Application
Washington, DC 20231

Examination ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• Appropriate Law Office
(See page 24)

General Information· ••••••••••••••••••••• Public Service Branch
308-HELP/4357

Informal Applications •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-9400
(Ext. 22)

Post-Examination ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-9400
Power of Attorney

Re Pending Applications •••••••••••••••• Appropriate Law Office
(See page 24)

Pre-Examination •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•••••••••• 308-9400
(Ext. 22)

Status of Pending Applications ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 305-8748
Status of Registered Files ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 305-8748
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INOUIRY

TRADEMARKS

CONTACT .POINT

AssigDlllents

Changes Affecting Title
of Pending Application and
Registered Files .......•••.•..•....•••..•..• Assignment Branch

308-9723
Information concerning Pending Trademarks
A~siqnments ••••••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• 308-9723

Search Information •••••••••• e· ••••••••••.•••••••••••••••• 308-9855

cancellations

Registration .......................... Trademark Trial and Appeal
Board 308-9300

Voluntary Surrender of Registration ...... Post-Registration Team
308-9500

cashier's Window, Office of Finance
(Trademark Search Lib~ary) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-9810

CD-ROll Products

certificates of

•••••••••• e· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

con.et.iOD .

308-0322

308-9500

Classification of Goods and Services

Specific Application ...................... Appropriate Law Office
(See page 24)

General Information •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-9000

complaints (Services) ••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••• 308-HELP/4357

Concurrent Use Procee4ing •••••••••••••• Trademark Trial and Appeal
Board 308-9300
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INQUIRY

TRADEMARKS

CONTACT POINT

copies

Abandoned File Histories
(Local Access for Public copying) .•••••••••••••••••••• 308-9733

Certified Copies of Assignment Documents* •••••••••••••• 308-9850
certificates of Non-R~gistration for Kuwait •••••••••••• 308-9000

(Ext. 29)
Certified Copies of Registrations (Status 'copies) •••••• 308-9500

Certified copies of Trademark Related Documents
(except trademark registrations)* •••••••••••••••••••• 308-9726

Electronic Ordering Service (Trademark Copy Sales) ••••• 305-4350

Address requests for the Electronic Ordering Service to:

commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Box 11
Washington, DC 20231

Pending Applica~ion Files* ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-9723
Printed copies of Registrations (Trademark Copy Sales) • 305-4350
Reqistered File Histories

(Local Access for Public Copying) • .-•••••••••••••••••• 308-9733
Status Copies of Registration •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-9500
Title Records (for applications and registrations) ••••• 308-9850

* ,Address orders for certified copies of these products to:

commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Box 10
Washington, DC 20231

Correction.

Pending Applications ••••••••••••••••••••• Appropriate Law Office
. (See page 24)
Reqistrat.ions •. '.. . • . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . • .. . . . . . . . . ... 308-9500

Depository Librarie., Patent an4 Tra4emark (PTDLs) ••••••• 308-3924

I'e••

Fee Rates ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-HELP/4357
Fee Receipts ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-0904
General Information~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 30S-HELP/4357
Refunds ••••••••.••••• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • •.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 305-4·22·9
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TRADEMARKS

INOUIRY CONTACT POINT

Files

.................
Filing' Receipts

Pending Trademar~ Applications

308-9400
44,45,47, & 48)

Appropriate Law Office
(See page 24)

(Exts.

...........

..................... .. .. .Corrections

.......................................Specific
Filing

Information Regarding
Receipt

(Exts.
308-9400

45,46,47,48, & 49)

Forms, Trademark •.••••.•.•••..••..••.••.••. ••••••••••• 308-9000
or

308-HELP/4357

Law Offices

(No Law Offices 1 and 2)

Law Office 3

Law Office 4

Law Office 5

Law Office 6

Law Office 7

Law Office 8

· .
...........................................
...........................................
...........................................
...........................................
• ••••••••••••••••••• e.- •••••••••••••••••••••

308-9103

308-9104

308-9105

308-9106

308-9107

308-9108

Law Office 9 · . 308-9109

Law Office 10 .· . 308-9110

Law Office 11 .......................................... 308-9111

Law Office 12 • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-9112

Law Office 13 • ••••• • •••••••• ........................... 308-9113

Law Office 14 • ••••• ·.......... •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-9114

Law Office 15 • ••••• ·................... .................. 308-9115
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Hail

TRADEMARKS

CONTACT POINT

Address "Intent-to-Use" documents, except initial
applications and amendments to allege use, to:

commissioner of Patents·and Trademarks
Box ITU
Washinqton, DC 20231

Address "Non-Fee" trademark mail to:

commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Box 5
Washinqton, DC 20231

Bew certificates •••••••••••••••...•••••••••.•.••••••..•.. 308-9500

Oppositions (TTAB) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-9300

Patent aDd Trademark Depository L1]:)rary Program (PTDLP) •• 308-3924

Petitions

Abandoned Application,
To Revive

• • • • • • • • • • • • • Petitions and
Attorney

Classification
308-9000

(Ext. 29)

Application Special, To Make ••.••••• Petitions and
Attorney

Classification
308-9000

(Ext. 29)

All Other Trademark ••••••••••••••• Trademark Leqal Administrator
305-9464

Post-Reqistration Information •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-9500

Protests, Letters of ••••••••••••••••• Petitions and
Attorney

Classification
308-9000

(Ext. 29)

PUblic service Branch ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 308-HELP/4357
•

Public Service Window (Trademark Search Library) ••••••••• 308-9811

Reconstruction of ~il•• . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 308-9400
(Ext. 23)

Refunds (See Fees)

Renewal, Reqistrations • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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INQUIRY

TRADEMARKS

CONTACT PQINT

•

Search Li])rary

(Hours: Weekdays, 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., EST/EDT) •••• 308-9800

Search Room, Trademark ~siqDment

(Hours: Weekdays, 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., EST/EDT) •••• 308-9855

Status of Reqistrations and Applications via
Automated Voice system

(Requires Touch-Tone Telephone. Hours: Weekdays,
6:30 a.m. to 12:00 midniqht, EST/EDT) •••••••••••••••• 305-8747

Trademark Manual of ExlUllininq Procedures (THEr) •••••••••. 308-9000
(Ext. 43)

Traininq for Pu])lic Users, Automated
Search systems (Pu])lic User Traininq aranch) ••••••••••• 308-3924
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